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Introduction

The relevance of temporary use in the particular context
of Amsterdam Noord, as we discovered during this
research, is that it gives rise to an alternative proposal for
city development. This different approach is gradually
shaping itself through unconventional coalitions between
so called ‘marginal’ players and the mainstream networks
in a fragile positioning and intense debate.
The opposing actors understand this matter as urgent for
developing the city in a more evolutive way - to create city
substance and city energy at the same time. In
Amsterdam, they found a mode to join and develop difficult restructuring areas.
In the framework of the Urban Catalyst project this
process can be seen as a specific case from which conclusions can be drawn into the development of a strategic
tool possible to be used in different contexts.
On the scale of Amsterdam we understand the relevance
of this research not exclusively for the Northern part but
rather for the city as whole. On the city scale we frame
and observe the particular set of process that together stir
NDSM development.
By developing a certain methodology - to register, draw,
investigate - we want to extract and point out the beneficial models that are the accumulation of knowledge and
experiment in the process. From here, we speculate about
possible futures for Amsterdam.
The aim of the research is to develop urban approach to
the city of Amsterdam as a whole, which goes beneath
historical perspective in which Amsterdam Noord is only a
remote part of the city. It could develop a symbiotic
model, which binds Amsterdam and Amsterdam Noord in
one entity.
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This report is build up as an open
structure in which through the follow-up phases certain parts will
gain more weight where necessary.
Report consists of two complementary parts. The first one - white
pages - contains conclusions of the
authors, while the second one - yellow pages - presents a compilation
of interviews conducted with some
of the participants of the process.
Interviews are edited in such a way
that they create a background and
give further information on each of
the chapters. This part has a layout
of a newspaper.
Striking statements from interviews
are used as motto in the beginning
of each chapter.
Next to interviews the report has
been based on a wide range of
other sources.
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Urban Catalyst at Amsterdam Noord

The transformation process of an industrial area in the
northern district of Amsterdam is an exciting process in
which possibilities are open and anything can happen.
While the area itself might be a representative example
for restructuring of European cities, its Dutch context and
negotiation models seem to open up very specific potentials and possibilities for shaping its new future.
In analysis, we focus on the re-development of the former
NDSM shipyard. This process is characterised by an unusual anatomy; in the networks involved, in the negotiations
between them and in the field-of-action – the enormous
neglected area of the Noord, conceptually positioned just
next to the metropole.
We approach this process in a way that reveals the
specifics of the contrasting actors, and their actions and
involvement in the process, to draw a section through the
developments at the site and the forces that form it.
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Introducing the key actors and a history of their involvement in the process of transformation of the NDSM site.
The list of actors interviewed has a wide focus, in order to
expose the motives and intentions, both personal and
‘official’ ones that boost the changes of the NDSM terrain
from the desolated industrial area, a ‘Siberia of
Amsterdam Noord - into a ‘spotting place’’.
As the story will reveal, the NDSM case is, hopefully, on
the way of becoming a very peculiar urban inovation.
The NDSM case is a brain-child of all of its actors, created
through dynamic and intense negotiations. It illustrates
how strong individual ideas and believes can be a driving
force of the large scale urban scenarios.
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> Eva de Klerk:
- Eva de Klerk (xxxx) is spokesman and ‘mother’ of the Kinetisch
Noord initiative at the NDSM Wharf. From a background as psychologist and scientist in the field of communications, with sidesteps as goat shepherd and calculator for the Zwitserleven pension
fund, she has been the driving force behind the Kinetisch Noord
role in the NDSM-development. Although she has become one of
the most successful organisers in her field, she takes a large distance from the ‘old boys network’ of flourishing (ex)-squatters
from the generations before.

“Where else in Amsterdam do you have
this kind of place where you can really
experiment with your dreams?”
“Where else in Amsterdam do you have
this kind of place where you can really
experiment with your dreams?”

(interv. EdK, april 2002)

> Carolien Feldbrugge:
- Carolien Feldbrugge: member of the Kinetisch Noord Foundation
and driving force of (the legalised) warehouse Pakhuis Wilhelmina.
She is known as one of the most active promoters of the ‘casco’
theory.

“We wanted to manage the building ourselves and did not
want to become dependant on a housing corporation. To
squat meant to take your own responsibility, and we want
to take that indeed.” (De Groene Amsterdammer, 7-10-98 )

actors
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> Hessel Dokkum:

- Hessel Dokkum (1958) is one of the initiators of Kinetisch Noord
and for a period of over two decades involved with the squatters’
movement. He is member of the Gilde van Werkgebouwen (Guild
of Working-premises) in Amsterdam and advises the project group
Breeding Places. As an artist/craftsman he is specialised in glass
sculptures. Inhabitant of the Plantage Doklaan building. He left
Kinetisch Noord after a profesional clash with Eva de Klerk.

“The question is ... is it at all possible to
impose in a top-down way, upon things that previously developed on a spontaneous basis?”
On breeding places:

(article NRC Handelsblad, nov 2000, Caroline Vloet )

> Jaap Draaisma:

- Jaap Draaisma (1955) has been head of the department of Spatial
and Economic development of the district Amsterdam-Noord. After
leaving the district, he has been for a short period involved with the
management of Kinetisch Noord. He left Kinetisch Noord after a
profesional clash with Eva de Klerk and now is a partner in De
Verandering, a consultancy company. His involvement in the squatting network dates back to 1976, when he more or less accidentally
rolled into the movement. As a member of the communist party
CPN he navigated between hardliners and the civil society with
actions to legalise several squats. Currently, he advises the Breeding
Places project. Well informed of both the governmental policies and
the reality of Breeding Places.

“A PLEASANT, MEANING A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY IS
ABLE TO HANDLE SLASHING INTERESTS. IN A RICH
COUNTRY LIKE THE NETHERLANDS YOU WILL FIND
A COMPROMISE IN SUCH A SITUATION.” (SQUAT.NET/NL)
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> Fred Stammeshaus:

- Fred Stammeshaus (1957) has been called in to mediate between
Kinetisch Noord and the City Administration Amsterdam Noord in
a role which he describes as ‘oil for the machine’ – trying to keep a
constant and constructive dialogue running between partners
which are not used to each other’s approach. His advice focuses on
the organisational, financial, juridical and maintenance-technical
aspects of this process. Stammeshaus has a consultancy office for
project management and coaching (Projectbureau SPS) and is specialised in ethical and sustainable entrepreneurship.
He has a background in the squatting scene.

“You build a framework as an organisation and than you fill it
in, bottom-up. But you have to present your framework first,
after which the people at the ‘bottom’ can shoot at it and make
their contribution.” (interview, april 2002)

> Frank Bijdendijk:
- Frank Bijdendijk (xxxx) is for over decades general director of
housing corporation Het Oosten in Amsterdam. He is known as a
creative and daring personality – able to stir up the process and
getting new ideas going. From its initiation on, he was one of the
supporters of Noord Lonkt! (to be futher explained).

“Scientific research has shown that
the greater their freedom of choice,
the happier people feel.”
“Scientific research has shown that
the greater their freedom of choice,
the happier people feel.”

(symposium Delft TU, oktober 2001)
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> Hans Oosterbaan:

- Hans Oosterbaan (xxxx) has been untill recently chairman of the
Amsterdam Noord City District and is a key-person behind the
strategy of inviting temporal use in this area.
Well connected within the city’s policy structures.

> Duco Stadig:

- Duco Stadig (1947) is, for over a decade, involved with the (central) city policy. As an alderman, he became aware of Amsterdams’
need for ‘a sort of progressive, anarchistic, creative potential’ and
the role of the squatting movement and sanctuaries in this. He has
supported the Breeding Places initiative and Kinetisch Noord
through the Central City Governement.

> Ted Zwietering:
- Ted Zwietering (xxxx): director of Panorama Noord, a department
of the Amsterdam Noord which focuses on envisioning a ‘new
future’ for the North. Previously, he has been manager of the
department of Housing and Work. Has a strong opinion on development and the role of Kinetisch Noord in this area.

“I am not somebody who has a very strong
belief in a Masterplan, a Blueprint plan; I am
more interested in development strategies.”
(interview TZ april 2002)
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> Annemieke Roobeek:

> Erik Mandersloot:

- Annemieke Roobeek (1958) is for a period of 15 years involved
with strategy development and transformation development for
organisations and private companies. She holds a chair for Strategy
and Transformation Management at the University of Nijenrode.
With Erik Mandersloot (1966) she has set up their consultancy
company MeetingMoreMinds and started up the Noord Lonkt!
process for Amsterdam-Noord. An investigation into possibilities of
the use of the former NDSM terrain/wharf.

“ ...we consider the decision-making processes
that are different than the standard political systems. As you can see, the current political systems
are shaking on their foundations so there is a
desire to create something new, and we are
experimenting what this new can be.“ (interview EM, april 2002)

> Jeroen van Straten:
- Jeroen van Straten has been the projectmanager of the Breeding
Places policy of the City of Amsterdam since its start.

“IN EARLIER DAYS YOU HAD THE SQUATTERS GROUPS.
STILL HAVE THEM, BUT LESS THAN DURING THE TIME OF
CITY RENEWAL. THE LAST WE NOW CALL URBAN RENEWAL
THE SQUATTER’S GROUPS WE CALL GROUPS OF CULTURAL
ALTERNATIVE ENTREPRENEURS.” (SOURCE: AMSTERDAMSE VH-KRANT, JUNI 2001)

actors
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> Rob Vooren:
Rob Vooren (1955) has a background as an urban designer and
started to work at the Spatial Planning department of the
Amsterdam-Noord in 1983. Currently he is involved with planning
management at Panorama Noord, a department of the city district
which focuses on envisioning a ‘new future’ for the Northern part
of Amsterdam.

“We have to create programme to make this
area into a spotting place. It is a kind of Siberia
of Amsterdam-Noord.”
(interview RV april 2002)

>Con Vleugel:
Con Vleugel (1958) left for the Royal Netherlands Navy after studying for a period Dutch Law in Rotterdam. For almost two decades
he served the navy staff, after which he became a manager of the
Department for Housing and Work in Amsterdam-Noord. At the
moment he leads the development and realisation part of this
depatment.
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Mapping the dynamic constellation of the
N D S M p ro c e s s - p a r t i c i p a t i n g a c t o r s a n d i n s t i t u t i o n s - t h e i r c h a n g i n g re l a t i o n s h i p s , c a u s a l i t y w i t h l a r g e r, c i t y - s c a l e c i rc u m s t a n c e s a n d
events, formation of networks, in time.
The operational field of the NDSM site is
structuring the complexity and multitude of
i n f o r m a t i o n - t h ro u g h a g r a p h i c a l t i m e l i n e .
The timeline relates processes which are
s e e m i n g l y n o t l i n k e d o r re l a t e d . W i t h i t o n e
c a n f o l l o w, l i k e w i t h a g u i d e , a s e q u e n c e o f
changes taking place on the NDSM site and
a ro u n d i t i n t h e re c e n t y e a r s .
O n e c a n a l s o g e t t o k n o w f o rc e s b e h i n d t h e
c h a n g e s : f ro m t h e d e c l i n e o f i n i t i a l i n d u s t r y i n
A m s t e rd a m N o o rd , o v e r N o o rd L o n k t ! i n i t i a t i v e a n d t h e f o r m a t i o n o f t h e B re e d i n g F o n d ,
t o t h e c h o i c e f o r K i n e t i s c h N o o rd a s ‘ u r b a n
c a t a l y s t ’ a n d t h e i n t e g r a t i o n o f t h e re m o t e
N D S M s i t e i n t o t h e c i t y i n f r a s t r u c t u re b y a
new ferry line.
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> Breeding Places:
- The Fund for Breeding Places (1999) [Broedplaatsen fonds] has
been set up by the City of Amsterdam in response to dramatic
changes in the cultural landscape of Amsterdam. In recent years,
many activists, artists and craftsman have been forced out of their
working / living environments due to a new wave of city renewal –
a cleanup in many ways. This – plus the stream of institutions
which left Amsterdam - in the end started to touch the image of
the city as a ‘safe haven’ for creative potential. In the year 2000,
the City decided to support the Breeding Places for ‘artists and cultural entrepreneurs’ with an amount of 41 mln Euro to realise ±
2000 working spaces for individuals of collectives of artists/craftsman. NDSM has been granted a subsidy of
6,8 mln Euro from this fund.

“… to accomplish the realisation of small scale infrastructure
for (mainly) non-commercial cultural entrepreneurs - among
which mainly (semi)professional artists – and to achieve conditions for a sustainable form of this infrastructure in the city”
(plan van aanpak project Broedplaatsen, june 2001)

> De Vrije Ruimte:
- De vrije ruimte (xxxx) [ The Free Space ] is a pressure group for
Free Spaces or so called sanctuaries in Amsterdam. Its aim is to
support and sustain existing sanctuaries and to develop new ones.
De Vrije Ruimte advises the Fund for Breeding Places and published
in 2001 the book ‘Laat 1000 vrijplaatsen bloeien’ – a contemporary wink to Maos’ famous slogan ‘Let 1000 flowers flourish’. It
supports also groups not connected to the Guild.

“THE CITY HAS BEEN DELIBERATELY TURNED OVER TO THE
FREE MARKET. BUT, WHAT STARTED AS A RESQUE OPERATION HAS TURNED INTO A COMPLETE OCCUPATION.”
(DE VRIJE RUIMTE, JANUARY 2002)

> De Verandering:
- VOF De Verandering (±1980) [ The change ] is a consultancy
company specialised in the development of organisation structures
and project management for forms of commercial businesses /
housing initiated by financially less powerful entrepreneurs, cultural
institutions and inhabitants. In Amsterdam, De Verandering has
been involved shortly with Kinetisch Noord. Currently it advises the
Breeding Places Fund in a success/failure factors research of 20
large former squats.

institutions
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> IJ Industrial
Buildings Guild:
- The IJ Industrial Buildings Guild (1993) [ Gilde van
Werkgebouwen aan het IJ] is a network consisting of 18 dockland
premises on the southern banks of the IJ in Amsterdam.
It was founded to represent the common interests of the users of
these buildings which have been squatted one by one since 1978 artists and craftspeople who had been forced to leave areas of
urban renewal in order to seek cheap working spaces elsewhere.
The founding was a direct reaction to the Amsterdam Waterfront
Finances Group (AWF development co-operation). Meanwhile, the
Guild has transformed from a grassroot organisation to a more or
less respected consultant organisation in its field. It advises the
Breeding Places Fund and has published the Turning Tide (1997).

“Seven years ago we esthablished the IJ Industrial
Buildings Guild, a society of squatted buildings.
We were quite shocked by the Amsterdam city
government, which seemed to be willing to turn
the whole IJ embankment to a sort of Manhatten,
full of expensive houses and shops. With that, all
we had been setting up for years, would have to
disappear.” (www.amsterdam.nl, December 2000)
> Amsterdam Waterfront:
- AWF (beginning of 1990’s) – The Amsterdam Waterfront Finance
Group was set up in the beginning of the 1990’s as a cooperation
of public and private partners to re-develop the IJ-Embankments in
a very prestigious way. Architect Rem Koolhaas designed the masterplan – which raised a lot of dust in the public and professional
debate. However ambitious, the financial base for it proved to be
too week to keep the initiators and investors together, and after a
pullout of the ING Bank it was abandoned. It would cast a shadow
on future plans for the IJ-Embankments and on future public/private partnerships.

> City Administration
Amsterdam Noord (SDAN):
- SDAN [ Stadsdeel Amsterdam Noord ] the entity responsible for
the governing of the city’s northern district. It has a relative large
autonomy in many fields – like urban development. The district has
its own council, alderman and a chairman.
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> Panorama Noord:
- Panorama Noord (2001) is the trajectory to create a new futurevision for the development of Amsterdam-Noord in a process
called ‘Noordwaarts’ – towards the North. Both the department,
which is to implement it, and the vision itself, are called Panorama
Noord. Together with an investment plan for the next 10-15 years,
this vision in 2001 has been acclaimed the development framework by the SDAN.

> Noord Lonkt!:
- Noord Lonkt! (1999) has been set up to initiate an alternative
development strategy for the larger NDSM area. Its partners were
SDAN, 3 housing corporations, an investor, the Chamber of
Commerce and the University of Amsterdam (Annemieke
Roobeek).
The main task for Noord Lonkt! would be to break the deadlock in
developing the area which existed for 15 years already. The Noord
Lonkt! group was terminated due to difficulties between its manager Annemieke Roobeek and the principal, Amsterdam-Noord
(SDAN). Three reports have been made, leading to the initiative for
BV Durf (Daring Ltd.) as an experimental public/private development construction.

> Kinetisch Noord:
- Kinetisch Noord (1999) [ Kinetic North ] started as a working
group to answer the competition which was organised by SDAN
to find a cultural entrepreneur with a clear plan and a vision to
take over the NDSM shipyard. Kinetisch Noord won the competition and set up its own foundation, Socity Kinetisch Noord. In
December 2001, KN presented its operational plan for the NDSM
wharf.

institutions
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> BV Durf:
- BV Durf / under construction (2001) [ Daring Ltd. ] – is the organisation set up to develop and sustain the (temporal) exploitation of
the larger-scale NDSM environment. The partners engaged with
the development are connected to BV Durf as stakeholders: SDAN,
investors, 3 housing corporations. Kinetisch Noord has been added
as a ‘certified stakeholder’ – which means can participate in decisions on policy but not on investments. BV Durf does not only
develop the area, but also takes care about the maintenance.

> XXL Syndicate:
- XXL Syndicate (end of 1990’s) is a development consortium set
up after a call by the SDAN to four ‘players in the market’ to join
and draft an urban development plan a part of the Cornelis
Douwes site – on the south-west side of the NDSM area. Together
with architects Rapp & Scheulen an ‘ambitious’ plan for a fifteen
years development trajectory has been made, with references to
Hamburg (blocks) Turin and Venice (public space). Partners: ERA
bouw, Johan Mtser, Het Fort and TRS.
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T h i s i s a n o v e r v i e w o f t h e re c e n t d e v e l o p ments on the Northern IJ banks of
A m s t e rd a m . I t a n a l y s i s t h e c u r re n t p l a n n i n g
s i t u a t i o n a n d i n i t i a t i v e s i n re l a t i o n t o t h e p re sent phenomena of temporary uses; which
c h o i c e s a re m a d e , w h i c h d i s c u s s i o n s a re o p e n .
The Northern bank of the IJ is getting in focus
f o r i t s e x i t i n g p i o n e e r i n g a t m o s p h e re a n d t h e
possibilities for starters.

0

I J b a n k s – o v e r v i e w A c_
Initiatives :
Panorama Noord >
North Bank (masterplan area) >
Cornelis Douwes terrain >

1

A c_
c_1.1
c_1.2
c_1.3

2

E m e r g i n g p h e n o m e n a _ A c_
transformation through temporary uses
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Gradually the northern part of
the city becomes more important. The traditional or historic overview is that it is not
really an urban area, but that
it has different small kernels
of activities.
Erik 01 002

What is happening now is very
interesting. Buildings are
used for starters. Every building that is available is used
for it - low rent starters policy.
Ted 01 005 emergence
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Houthavens

Ac_0

We s t e rd o k

IJ banks overview

The IJ embankments - once the
economic engine of Amsterdam
with many wharfs and warehouses
- for decades formed problematic
areas in the city, after the drop of
industrial activities.
During the last decade the
Southern banks of the IJ river
attracted a large number of investments, developments and an
immense number of architectural
projects and plans. Some of them
include: Eastern islands,
Houtenhavns, Central Station area

The Graan Silo
former ‘fort’ of the
squatting movement,
evicted and turned
into luxury lofts.
Next to it SiloDam new housing block by
M V R D V.

and a new polder land IJ Burg with
18.000 houses planned.
The river IJ separates Amsterdam
Noord from the rest of the city of
Amsterdam and caused Amsterdam
Noord to remain in the shadows of
the city centre.
The construction of the IJ tunnel
and A10 ring road have changed its
position. The district is currently
pondering the question of the identity Amsterdam Noord should have
in the coming years.

C e n t r a l S t a t i o n a re a
a n d O o s t e rd o k
Oosterdok area is a
d e v e l o p m e t p l a n c re ated by MAB and
Erick
van
Egeraat
(2000), based on six
l a r g e p a rc e l s o f l a n d .

Ac_0

Oostelijke
eilanden
[East Islands]
J AVA , K N S M a n d
B o r n e o - S p o re n b u r g .
Borneo-Sporenburg
is until now the
biggest urban develo p m e n t o f t h i s a re a .
The Masterplan for
2 5 0 0 re s i d e n c e s w a s
m a d e b y We s t 8 .
Java island consists
of 1357 dwellings
a n d 5 . 0 0 0 m 2 o ff i c e
space,
built
in
1995-98.

IJburg

Zeeburg

T h e n e w re s i d e n t i a l
d i s t r i c t o n a n a rc h i pelago
of
seven
islands
reclaimed
from the Ij lake 430 hectares build
with 25m3 of sand.
F o r t h e 2 0 1 2 p ro j e c t
w i l l p ro v i d e 1 8 . 0 0 0
housing units for
43.000 inhabitants
in combination with
working spaces and
other facilities.
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Initiatives >
Panorama Noord
From the mid 1999 until the end of
2000, an extensive / intensive
process took place to discuss the
future of Amsterdam-Noord.
Experts and other interested parties
booth from Amsterdam Noord and
outside participated in this debate.
In February 2001 this debate resulted in a vision for the future of
Amsterdam Noord (scope until
2030), called Panorama Noord.
Since then, both the district council
and the city council have officially
committed to Panorama Noord.
Panorama Noord describes a longterm plan (until 2030) for
Amsterdam Noord. The central
issue in this plan is in the term
‘transformation’, In this context,
transformation stands for:
- improving the quality of old
neighbors (renovating houses, reorganising public space and renovating the facilities) - with awareness
of the old structure of the area
- more intensive use of land (more
condense housing, more intensive
use of business areas) while paying
attention to the richness of the
‘green’
- changing functions (in particular,
creating employment by converting
the old harbor area into an industrial area, for example, and to a lesser
degree, mixing functions)

In Amsterdam Noord, transformation must result in green residential
areas with lots of water, an experimental environment for knowledgeintensive and creative business on
the northern banks of the IJ and
clusters of a broad range of facilities, all taking into account cultural
history.
Six ‘renewal areas’ have been
selected for transformation, namely:

Centrum Amsterdam Noord (CAN),
De Bongerd, Van Hasselt zone, the
northern banks of the IJ (Cornelis
Douwes site, NDSM site,
Buiksloterham and Six harbor), De
Banne and Nieuwendam – Noord.
The district has recently put together a separate interim ‘Panorama
Noord’ formation to coordinate the
further developments in Panorama
Noord. Ted Zwiretering is director of
this newly established department
of Amsterdam Noord City
Administration. Panorama Noord is
responsible for six renewal areas
mentioned.

(source: An Inventory of the NDSM site,
Amsterdam – Noord, report for UC by City
Administration Amsterdam Noord)
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Amsterdam Noord Centre (CAN)

Cornelis Douwes site, Kraanspoor

De Bongerd housing area
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Initiatives >
North bank masterplan
Currently, a Masterplan for the western side of the north IJEmbankments is in process.
According to the designers, BVR, the
plan should be capable to handle a
longterm process. The long timespan, the gigantic scale of the area
and the fact that a series of projects
are already under development in
the area demand that this plan considers both the long term and the
short term, and considers both
structure and incident.
In short, the focus of this Masterplan
is to:
_state the (time of) large scale
investments like infrastructure /
landscape,
_define the principles for occupation of the area,
_indicate the time-factor in the
development (a time / spatial
plan),
_give an insight in the programmatic claims on the one hand,
and possibilities on the other
hand,
_help to bring all the (very) different participants together.
The conceptual input to the
Masterplan is given by Panorama
Noord, a document which envisions
the
future
development
of
Amsterdam Noord in broad terms.
BVR has to translate this vision into a
spatial plan and starts this with distilling the ambitions of the
Panorama Noord document on main
aspects.
In general terms, with the Panorama
Noord document, the district heads
towards a development as a ‘relaxed

city’ – a position in which it would
exploit the potential tension
between its ‘splendid isolation’ and
the metropolitan character it would
like to engage with.
In the introduction to the
Masterplan, BVR explains that it sees
its role in make this position more
explicit while translating it in a spatial plan.

Ac_1

Masterplan:
Z o n n i n g o f p ro g r a m s
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Initiatives >
Cornelis Douwes
The Cor nelis Douwes area
forms, together with the
NDSM site and the areas
around Buiksloterham and
Papaverweg a strip along the
northern IJ banks with mainly
industrial
functions.
C u r r e n t l y,
the
Cornelis
Douwes site is being converted to a modern business
park.
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Emerging phenomena >
transformations through
temporary uses
S p e c i f i c z o o m a t a n d a ro u n d
NDSM terrain shows us the
different scopes of temporary existence.

Ac_2

Te m p o r a l i n d u s t r i a l
e n t re p re n e u r s h i p
sand storages

Tr a i l e r l i v i n g
on the edge of
NDSM terrain
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Baanderij
beautifull industrial
a rc h i t e c t u re , o n t h e
way of becoming a
monument.

NDSM Kinetisch
N o o rd a re a

nostalgic
meeting point of the
old wharf workers

bellow:

House boats niche
h i d d e n f ro m t h e
views

below: view for the
nostalgic meeting

INTERVIEWS:

North-bank development and emerging
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North-bank
development and emerging
phenomena
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IJ banks – overview

Erik 01 002

The northern banks of the IJ
have not been in the focus for
urban development in the last
decades. Especially on the
southern bank they have been
developing the Oostelijke
handelskade and they have been
currently planning the
Houthavens, they have
developed the Silo now, they are
busy with the Central Station
and a bit further out there is
IJburg and now this is all
planned and under construction,
they find that there are limited
spaces available within the city
boundaries.

So gradually, the northern
part of the city becomes
more important. The
traditional or historical
overview of this is that it is
not really an urban area
but that is has different
small kernels of activities.

Initiatives – Panorama
Noord > North Bank
masterplan area > Cornelis
Douwes terrain

Ac_1

renewing projects in Amsterdam
Noord and the IJ border is one
of 6 renewing project areas in
Amsterdam Noord. Centre area
is another and the site Bongert Zijkanaal with 1700 new houses
is the other… There are 6-7 areas
where big and complex
processes of renewing and
reconstruction are going on. Ted
has official responsibility for it.
Eva 01 025 Masterplan

Milica: Did you hear about
some ideas to make another
Manhattan on the IJ river?
Eva: Oh yes, of course. It
should all be Manhattan
and very expensive. We
have this policy in Holland
that 30 % has to be social
and the rest can be free. Of
course, there is a lot of
money to be made here, if
all goes well.
We believe in the balance of the
demand and request.
The most project developers just
build for a certain group, which
they think – needs. They design
it, and when people come in the
first thing they do is rip out the
walls.
We start with people, how they
want to build; build according
to their needs and then
continue. Here they wanted to
build offices as well. Then there
was a question is there a
demand for offices, because in
other places in Amsterdam it’s
empty, it’s unaffordable.

What is going to make it
expensive here is the
pollution that has to be
taken care of and the
whole changing of the
‘destination plans’.
(Bestemmings Plan, note ed.) It’s
industry still. It takes a lot of
procedures; it’s very slow…

Rob 01 016 Panorama Noord

Milica: Could you tell us
something about Ted Zwietering
and the initiative Panorama
Noord.
Rob: Ted Zwietering took
initiative to found Panorama
Noord and he is director of that
bureau. They are now in the
phase of building up that
bureau. It is an organisation that
gives steering to all big

Con 01 001 Masterplan

We bought 2/3 of the land of
Shell, and this area together
with Papaver Hoek area is
where very small companies
will be replaced from Cornelis
Douwes terrein or removed out
of Amsterdam. It’s not an area
with the best accessibility so we
have to make some new bridges
over the old canals and
therefore we have to replace

some bigger companies, so we
are just placing things there and
then we’ll put them another
way, so…
Con 01 004 Masterplan

Con: The first idea was that

this area should be all like
nicer industrial companies,
but then we found out that
with the things like the
Depot for the Museums,
this area could become just
a part of the town.
After that we acquired Shell
ground; now you can see that
there is a normal connection
between the two parts. This

can be a totally other area
than what it is now. Now,
it’s nothing.
Milica: And then there could be
a direct connection with a ferry
from the central station. You
could just walk in and out
easily; really great!…
So, a lot of these companies will
be replaced, some will stay.
Marc: And if you say ‘replaced’,
what comes instead of these
companies when you move
them out?
Con: Things like these office
buildings at Y-side.
Marc: Ok, so you can say a kind
of lighter industry or office
buildings you want to have in
return of it.
Con 01 005 Masterplan

Con: We made plans for it. It’s
not open that we don’t know
what’s happening there. So we
are negotiating with a lot of
companies. It’s not that the area
is going to stay for 10 years like
this.

Perhaps in this area, too
there are some spots where
temporary use can be
possible.
Marc: The ground on which
these companies are; is it owned
by the companies or by the
City?
Con: Most of the ground is
owned by the city of
Amsterdam.

Marc: So most of the costs is in
the actual replacing of the
company?
Con: Yes.
Con 01 006 Masterplan

Milica: In the whole
Amsterdam, lets say - you are
offering possibilities for certain
kind of companies to come in?
Con: It’s an open system. We are
not only very fond of green
parts of Amsterdam North, but
also of economical affairs going
on here. We try to take care of
the companies that are here; we
really like them to stay in
Amsterdam North. It’s not an
issue to get rid of companies or
to ask the other ones to come in,
no. We take care of them.

Rob 01 014 Cornelis Douwes

Ana: In your bulletin we were
looking at Cornelis Douwes
terrain, is that this whole area?
Rob: That is this whole area.
NDSM terrain was a part of it
but now it is treated as a
separate one. NDSM has three
parts: East, North and South.
What we are looking at in the
Urban Catalyst is NDSM East.
The rest is Cornelis Douwes
terrain.
NDSM East is in the Structure
plan of Amsterdam (Bestemmings Plan, note ed.) filled with
functions as mixed area. As

Amsterdam Noord, we are
trying to do the same with
the rest of NDSM terrain
and that is why we made a
plan for that part with
Christian Rapp and XXL
consortium. That is an
integrated plan for the
whole area made in quite a
different philosophy than
the organic idea we have
for NDSM East. It is an
ensemble of classical blocks, but
what we did is to try to make
plans that anticipate on future in
the sense of urban structure and
building typologies. You can
change functions in those
buildings after 5 or 10 or 15
years - if there is political will to
do that. Than the policy could
change.

Urban Catalyst at Amsterdam Noord

Emerging phenomena
– transformations through
temporary uses

Ac_2

Erik 01 004 emergence

If you look at the area from 1985
till 2000 than the strip was used
for industrial area, and basically
it is still used like that. Only five
six or years ago, there have been
the first initiatives to re-use
something (official initiatives!,
note ed.). If you go from the
NDSM area a little bit further to
the centre (of the Noord, note ed.)
you see a large re-building that
used to be a storage building. It
is called the Green Dragon, and it
is the first true development
that has taken place because
they turned it in to a modern
office site with a lot of adverting
agencies and design agencies.
That was far away from the
industrial area. But still it has
the objective to be a working
area, not living.
This happened till 1997. There
was no attention on Noord, all
the attention was focussed
elsewhere, and there was a
decision to be made with IJburg.
So, it was time that things
would change.
Con 01 002 emergence

And this area just around this
corner, the famous Papaver
Hoek, is a bit of a ‘no-go’ zone.
That’s what Anna Vos (BVR)
told at the Urban Catalyst
workshop (March 2002), but she
has a friend who is an artist and
who loves to live there. The ‘nogo’ zone sounds too heavy, I
think, but it has an illegal
casino, there are some
prostitutes, cafés you don’t want
to go… That’s where we have to
maintain our rules better, so
that’s also a project.
Ted 01 005 emergence

I think that what is
happening now is very
interesting, there are a lot
of locations on the
northern IJ bank where
something is happening.
Buildings are used for
starters. So every building
that is available is used for

it - low rent starters policy
and I could show you
some buildings that are
very interesting.
For instance, there is a building
which is very huge and very
ugly and 4 years ago there was a
sort of private plan made for it
and we thought – well is that
illegal, it smelled a bit, can we
trust to what is happening in
there? The private developer, he
made just a little working
places, but quiet a lot of them,
it’s a huge building. We saw
what was happening there, now
there are 180 little companies in
this building and everything
that you can imagine is in there:
ateliers, but also Turkish
confection centre, sort of
ceramists. It is on the other side
of northern bank, I could show
you, but there are more
buildings like that.

Ad _

Ad_

NDSM development
in time.tmp
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This part looks at the inside development of
the NDSM site; which have been the success i v e s t e p s t o c o m e t o t h e p ro p o s a l b y b o t h
K i n e t i s c h N o o rd a n d t h e C i t y A d m i n i s t r a t i o n
N o o rd .
It includes a brief overview of the setup, an
inventory of the space itself (maps, schemes,
p h o t o s ) , a n d s h o w s t h e K i n e t i s c h N o o rd o r g a nization (or ‘organo-zation’), a complex form
in which top-down and bottom-up fluctuat i o n s a re b o t h a t w o r k .
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We could break down the hall
- what we didn’t want, as we
liked it - but we were afraid that
when Mr Versteeg and all his
sub-renters go out, we would be
confronted with all kinds of
squatters in a very short time .
Rob 01 003 NDSM prehistory

Yes, we were screening this
area for years… looking how
could we get inhere.
Obviously, there is a long history of how we are participating in the city development in
Amsterdam along the IJ.
Eva 01 006 beginnings

Ad
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Kinetisch Noord
beginnings
Eva 01 006 beginnings
And then the announcement in
the newspaper came, and we
couldn’t believe it. ‘What? They
are looking for someone to do
something with the NDSM hall?’,

said Eva De Klerk, about the
moment when the competitions
for the cultural entrepreneurs were
announced.
In February 2000, the City
Administration Amsterdam Noord
awarded the proposal by Kinetisch
Noord a victory.
In 2001, Kinetisch Noord, already as
an established organization,
entered an NDSM wharf together
with some 150 people to start
building a ‘cultural venue with a
low threshold’. Incubation time still
goes on, space, ideas and people
are getting shaped through the
process.

>
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organisation

### oorrggaanniissaattiioonn ####
#
All participants (users of space) of Kinetisch Noord are
member of a society of tenants, (the Vereniging van
Werfgebruikers i.o) – at the moment around 60 tenants
and 30 aspirant tenants. This society is split in 20
clusters (see image) in which tenants with
complementary artistic interests work together. Each
cluster also occupies a physical part of the wharf, and
is responsible for the construction of its working
spaces.
Representatives from the clusters take care about
general interests of the participants, through one of the
four teams concerning construction, maintenance,
outdoor space and the artistic program. The seven
coordinators – the daily managers, guide their work.
The board of Stichting (Foundation) Kinetisch Noord
has the final word, but in practical terms is involved as
a more remote controlling body.

### ddaaiillyy m
#
maannaaggeem
meenntt ####
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

artistic and concept coordinator
business management
programmer
construction coordination
maintenance coordinator
office coordinator
architecture support

> general support

Eva de Klerk
David Schild
Hay Schoolmeesters
Willem Zaat
Chiel ten Cate
Francine Mendelaar
Willie de Groot (Organisatieburo Stadsvernieuwing),
Peter de Bruin (Dynamo architecten)
Jaap van Rijs

### bbooaarrdd SSttiicchhttiinngg KKiinneettiisscchh N
#
Noooorrdd ####
>
>
>
>
>

Marleen Stikker
Sietze Haringa
Willem van Spijker
Marjo van Schaik
Carolien Feldbrugge

> Andreas Vonder

Maatschappij voor Oude en Nieuwe media (chair)
KPMG (finances)
De Verbinding (secretary, vice-chair)
directeur Theaterorganisatie van het Muziektheater
Pakhuis Wilhelmina, Amsterdamse Raad voor
Stadsontwikkeling
regisseur, schrijver

Ad_2.1

Organogram

Clusters NDSM-wharf

Dogtroep

multi-functional
spaces & horeca
(events)

cluster nonstop 2000

Huisman
Neerlands
Welvaren

clusters
slipways
X en Y

cluster
Mugezond

clusters
carton &
pomvliet

BK & musiccluster
spiked

cluster
movemento

clusters LEF
& ZIN

cluster
theater village

cluster
oost toren
cluster
outside
(mobile ateliers)

custer
circus lab

management &
maintenance
team

artisticprogram team

outside space
team

Coordination project organisation
Finances

Building

Management

Artistic
content

Program

Office

BOARD OF FOUNDATION KINETISCH NOORD

BV Durf

SDAN

Breeding PlacesAmsterdam

NCSM,
Houten Kop &
Mammoet

cluster
oostvleugel

cluster
ambachtenstraat

youth
cluster with
Skatepark

construction
team

clusters
hope box &
kollectiv

Rhebergen
Multihull
Yachts
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dates, metres and euros

### vviissiittoorr aaddddrreessss ####
#
NDSM-werf, t.t. Neveritaweg 15, 1033 WB Amsterdam, tel (020) 3305480 fax (020) 6389160,
info@ndsm.nl

### hhiissttoorryy ####
#
The site was developed by the shipyard NDSM (Netherlands Shipbuilding and Dock Company – later NSM)
around the beginning of the last century . In the 1980’s, the wharf bankrupted and parts of the site were let
out on lease to other companies. In 1993, Vervako Shipyard Amsterdam BV (VSA) leased the building but did
not hold ground. In 1996 the city district Noord decided to regain the area and stopped the contract with VSA.
This gave in the end opportunity to start the Kinetisch Noord project.

### ssiittee ####
#
The Kinetisch Noord / NDSM site consists of three large
construction halls and two slipways (named X and Y). One of
the construction halls is still in use for shipbuilding (by
Aarding Construction bv) and on the terrain are some small
marina companies - the rest of the site is used by Kinetisch
Noord.
Total surface of the site: approx. 86.000 m2

>>> CCuullttuurree H
>
Haallll ((ffoorrm
meerr VVeerrvvaakkoohhaall))
surface ± 20.800 m2
height: up to 19m
capacity: ± 140 ateliers, 20 crafts workshops,
theatre and exposition spaces.
lease period: 2002+, contract 10 years
projected future: Kinetisch Noord main hall
Will be split in two parts: ateliers and workshops (12.500 m2) on the right side, events (± 6.000 m2) on the
left side. Skatepark Amsterdam, the former 3rd Floor Skatepark from Vrieshuis Amerika will be one of the main
attractions in this hall. The first (preliminary) working spaces for artists have been built up at the moment.

>>> D
>
Doocckkllaannddss H
Haallll ((ffoorrm
meerr TTuusssseennhhaall)) ####
surface: ± 5.900 m2
height: 17m
capacity: 1000 - 8000 visitors
lease period: 2002+, contract 5 years
projected future: demolition
Next to the Culture hall the Docklands hall, un use to house large scale events. Its exploitation (rent) will provide a financial source to Kinetisch Noord.

Ad_2.2

>>> O
>
Ouuttddoooorr AArreeaa
Two robust slipways (X and Y) accompany the entrance from the waterfront to the site. The robust constructions are for some years already in use by artists and craftsman (ateliers / workshops). On the slipways, two
steel cranes give an ultimate industrial glance to the site.
Y-slipway
surface: ± 10.000 m2
height: capacity: houses ateliers, meeting place / cantina and café
lease period: 2002+, contract 10 years
projected future: combined outdoor functions / artists spaces Kinetisch Noord

X-slipway
surface: ± 2.000 m2
height: capacity: houses ateliers
lease period: 2002+, contract 5 years
projected future: residential (housing) function

### FFiinnaanncceess ####
#
investment
amount: approx 12.2 mln euro ex VAT, of which
5 mln euro
City District Amsterdam Noord (casco renovation, outdoor terrain)
7 mln euro
Fund for Breeding Places, City of Amsterdam
0,07 mln euro
Kinetisch Noord Foundation
exploitation
effective exploitation horizon: 10 years
exploitation costs: 6,35 million euro approx (2001 plus 10 years)
organisation costs are 30% of exploitation, maintenance casco and construction excluded
average indoor space rent /m2 euro 7,85 (level dec. 2001)
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NDSM wharf large hall:
g ro u n d p l a n

crane track
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NDSM prehistory

J.Draaisma, NDSM prehistory

In the 1970’s the ship
building companies that
dominated the harbour
area nearly collapsed.
The city of Amsterdam north
applied for EU-subsidies in
order to promote alternative
industries. In 1992 Amsterdam
north made a contract with
three metal companies renting
the NDSM hall. The hall is
structured into three parts. At
present, two parts of the hall are
still in industrial use while the
third company went into
bankruptcy in 1996. The other
companies were transformed
into a „landlord-company“
which was commissioned to
find profitable tenants for the
third part of the hall. When the
hall started to become a
breeding ground for criminal
activities the city of Amsterdam
North stopped the contract in
1998.

First we will try to fill it with
economical functions, we will
go abroad to look in Aberdeen,
Germany, … everywhere, if
there are companies that want to
invest here. If that doesn’t work,
if we are not lucky with that,
than after some years we can try
to do something else’.
Than we made a plan ‘what
else’ we could do with this area.
We made a simple idea for a
housing area of 1200 houses, just
as the IJ Plein, very monofunctional area – nothing special
in it.
Just when we thought that we
could make the conclusion that
the first strategy was not
successful and we thought ‘ok,
now have a chance to make
another thing’, they found a
company able and willing to
buy the biggest part of this
terrain. That was ‘Aarding’ – a
holding with all kinds of
construction companies. One of
them was ‘Vervaco’ shipyards
that wanted to start here a new
kind of wharf. They had all
kinds of big ideas about
building ships for Indonesia and
oil platforms for Norway…
Milica: Was that a Dutch
company?

Rob 01 003 NDSM prehistory

Than there was one part of
the City Administration
North that said ‘you have
to reserve this area for all
kinds of industries’ offshore industry, metal
industry… Another part of
politicians said ‘oh, no,
this is the only part where
we can do something else
on the IJ border’.

Rob: Yes, that is a Dutch
company. When they started
here, there was here a big portal
crane on the ramp and they
were about half a year or year
on this area working. Well, you
could not see anything, but they
had the contract.

now we can’t do what we
wanted to do. We had a lot of
problems with insurance
companies’… We said ‘we will
try to find another crane’ and
that is what we did and we
could not find such a crane over
the whole world. Our insurance
was not so good that we could
buy a new one …
That was around 1992. Then
they said, ok than ‘we don’t
leave this area, but we make
some other plans for it’. Then
they started to sub-rent the hall
to all kind of small companies
and they did something on the
field, but not much - sub-renting
for all kinds of materials for
building companies that need a
lot of space.
Only in the first hall on the left
there was son of the director of
‘Aarding’ – Mr Versteeg –
started a new, it is not a wharf,
but a kind of heavy-metal
construction company. Until
today they make parts of big
ships – sections. The scale of the
hall is very big, there are not a
lot of buildings in the
Netherlands where you can do
this. But it is a really crazy
logistics, because they make
those segments here; put them
on the car, put them on the
water from the ramp, put them
on the pontoon and they bring it
to Kampen in the eastern part of
the Netherlands, where they
assemble parts of a whole boat
and than they bring a boat again
to Amsterdam or Rotterdam to
finish it.

Milica: Because at that time
Shell was still there?
Rob: Yes, I am talking about 10
years ago. The fact that Shell is
moving is only about half a year
old.
Milica: So this area has an
advantage because people were
talking about it already for a
long time, so something started.
Rob: Than there was a kind of
double strategy here in the City
Administration North and they
said ‘ok, we can do two things.

Then in the big storm that
crane fell down and
collapsed.
Then they said: ‘big problem,

After several years it was for
sure that this company couldn’t
grow to very successful
company that gives a lot of

work to people here and could
contribute to economic position
of Amsterdam Noord or
Amsterdam. So, it seemed to be
kind of speculation area,
speculation with the ground,
because the need of ground in
the inner city of Amsterdam was
growing and growing, and it is
very nice area to do all kinds of
things. The value of the area
was rising and we thought that
the owner would never sell it
back to us until he could get a
very high price for it; or he
could develop something by
himself.
On one day - it was very
unexpected – there was a
meeting with this man to talk
about the area, what to do, and
so on. Suddenly, there was a
proposal to sell it to us and we
were really astonished. We
wandered what is he doing,
what is under the table here. But
it resulted in a deal in a very
short time. He had enough of it,
he could not exploited it and it
was a bit older man, he didn’t
want troubles any more. But
until today I don’t know his
exact motivations to do so.

So, his son was here, and his
son in law was a director of
‘Vervaco beheer’. ‘Vervaco

Urban Catalyst at Amsterdam Noord

beheer’ was a company within
the holding ‘Aarding’ that was
sub renting the hall the terrain.
We bought the terrain, with a
clausule in the contract that he
could stay there for 2-3 years,
and with another option for one
year. But we had so much
trouble with that man in those
2-3 years that we didn’t want to
continue and wanted to stop the
contract. He didn’t accept as he
said he had an option, ‘I want to
use that option’, and all my sub
renters don’t have an
alternative. He asked: ‘can you
give me another space, so that I
can give my sub-renters another
building or terrain? We said:
’oh, no that is your problem,
they are your renters and not
ours’. We had all kinds of
struggles about financial
questions and about juridical
questions, so we wanted to
finish it. We went to the judge
and we won the case.

The judge came over here
– it was even on television,
with all the artists in
ateliers, it was very hot
day – the judge with his
secretary, we with our
lawyer and lawyer of Mr
Versteeg were walking
through the hall. There
were all kinds of people, it
was a kind of protest.
We finished here in the office of
Mr Versteeg and had a final
meeting with a judge, after two
weeks we got his decision and it
said: ‘ok, City Administration
Noord won the case and you
have to leave’. That was in 1999,
and we bought the terrain back I

think in 1996.
Ana: They still have the first
hall?
Rob: Yes. When we bought the
terrain back, there was a
clausule that we give a kind of
rent to this company, so that he
could continue his work there.

At the same time we
thought ‘yes, now we
bought it back, but we
don’t know what to do
with the ground, we have
an idea but we can’t fill
that in, in short time’. We
needed a lot of time to
make our plans more
definitive. It is a kind of
growing process and in the
meantime we have to do
something with the area.
We could break down the
hall, and that we didn’t
want to as we liked it, but
we were afraid that when
Mr Versteeg and all his
sub-renters were out, we
will in a very short time be
confronted with all kinds
of squatters.
And we were thinking
what could we do in the
time that we need to make
plans for it. We see in
Amsterdam Noord in
coming decades a big
possibility for the
development of the whole
area and what we need is
the kind of function that is
very attractive to lot of
people in Amsterdam area,
we have to create here
kind of focus point,
attractive program that
make this area into a
spotting place. To make
people wonder: where is
that place? It was kind of
Siberia of the Amsterdam
Noord.
So, we thought we had to
do some nice things there the years before, when Mr
Versteeg was still here, the
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‘Dogtroep’ had performances here, for some years
we had ‘IJ over festival’
here and those were very
successful moments for
Amsterdam Noord. In all
kinds of newspapers, there
were articles about
Amsterdam Noord and
northern IJ bank. It was
attractive for people from
the South bank to come
here and to notice what we
are doing here. So, we
thought if we could
arrange that we have a
kind of continual program
here - it will give us the
benefit of getting to know
the area, plus we create
some time, an image,
culture on this place that
you can see a as base for
the further development.
There the idea of the
advertisement started,
where we asked creative
propositions for this area.
Milica: And this was also in
1999?
Rob: Yes.
Erik 01 009 NDSM prehistory

Erik: Well, during a period of
fifteen years, in which nothing
happened, many people saw the
location and saw the site,
thought: that looks interesting,
we need to do something. So
you see that there are all kinds
of plan made, 1990, 1994, 1996
…
Ana: Who was making them,
the City Administration Noord?
Erik: Different people. But they
couldn’t get through the still
mate. What you saw is that as
soon as it started, we picked up
the momentum and something
happened.

NDSM Kinetisch Noord
beginnings
Ad_1

Eva 01 043

Ana: Do you live now in the

center?
Eva: No, in a very old house in
the Dapper Markt. That’s where
this plan started of, in 3 by 3
room…
Eva 01 015

Milica: It would be interesting
to hear which are the main
nodes of this network. For us
it’s really important to realize
the key institutions that are
helping to hold you ‘on the
surface’…
Eva: We – if we talk about

‘we’, obviously it’s a big
group, but there’s only a
small group (and that’s
everywhere), which can
actually deal with all the
logistics. Because for the
most people – they have to
work, they have to earn
their living. And I think - I
worked in another
organization, and because
I really believed in this
project I quit my job and
went back to social
welfare. Because you don’t
have any money in the
beginning you just go back, you
drop… You say ‘Ok, I’m going
back to welfare because I what
to do this’.
Also with other people – like the
other guy I started up with –
with Hessel – he also didn’t
have stable income. But, we had
time to do that, and we also had
a lot of help from people around
which could help for a few
hours… In the beginning

we had quite easily a
success, because we were
quite centred and could
move quickly between all
politics and stuff like
that… It was quite… It had a
face. It was me who was going
out and presenting the project
and having this virtual group
behind me -which did exist, but
was not communicating.

Ones we won the prize we
did a lot of brainstorm
sessions. How do you deal
with this, how do you deal with
that? How can we deal with the
theatre? What is the theme? If
we want to do something with

filming; investigate what is
lacking here. What is our best
side, our success? It’s very
experimental, so it’s not a big
public that we will approach
immediately. So we tried to

talk about it; we are not
going to earn a lot of
money; perhaps we will
have a lot of loss in the
first years. But, it does
have a potential…
Eva 01 021 The Breeding Fond

Mica: (You managed to sort your
finances) via the Breeding Fond,
which was your separate
initiative, even older that
Kinetisch Noord?
Eva: Yes, it existed before the
Kinetisch Noord existed. That
started in 1999, and shortly after
this (the competitions
announcement; note ed. ) was in
the newspaper; there was about
6 months difference, it was
already in plan.
Eva 01 010 Beginnings

Eva: At the same time, (with
founding of the Breeding Fond;
note ed.) the Silo where I was

working, was vacated and
we were looking to the
other side, because it was
just that castle on the other
side…
We thought ‘we really worked
hard here, but we have to go
forward. We don’t want to go
backward, we want to go
forward!’ So we were sort of

planning, we had our
contacts somewhere in the
City Council and we were
thinking how to squat the
NDSM terrain.
A few people got this group
together…
Ana: and this was empty?
Eva: This was sort of … it was
not empty… there was someone,
so it wouldn’t be very easy
thing legally to squat it because
it wasn’t officially empty. But
we did have a nice idea, we
thought of getting 100 people
together… with… middle ages
sort of like a film crew coming
here with carriages and horses,
but also hi-tech cameras and we

are going to make a film here,
we are going to build decors
…and (whispering) they are
never going to take us out
again…

And then the
announcement in the
newspaper came, and we
couldn’t believe it. ‘What?
They are looking for
someone to do something
with it?’
So, that was a funny coincidence
that we were actually preparing
this sort of act, this statement…
(everyone laughing)
Rob: Did we perhaps

infiltrate in your…plans?
Everything about the
Kinetisch Noord

space. Obviously, we

believed in the idea that
you have to build the
people.
Eva 01 013 growing

We first had a working space in
the Veem. Once you’re here, the
building does something with
you. It’s nice, when you’re
actually, physically here to see
what it does with yourself then.

It’s different that any other
case that we know – in
most places where we
squatted or worked before,
we started already with a
very big group, so the
building was already
completely full.

Ad_2

Eva 01 028 functioning

Eva 01 004 critical mass

We had big terrainmeetings, with everybody
together we had
workshops, and at a
certain point, (slams the table)
‘ok, this how we’re going
to do it’, after talking with
all 153 people. ‘This is how
we are going to try it for
the next 3 years’.

Milica: What happened actually
with Kinetisch Noord since you
came here? Did you manage to
make a scene, to make a critical
mass, to generate energy, to
bring people here. How does it
all go at the moment?
Eva: About the critical mass is
also an interesting discussion,
because the only successful
critical mass that I know would
be 10.000 m2 with a group of 8010 000 people and we are here
on another scale - which is new
I think for everybody involved,
especially according to our
philosophy, our concept and
how we like to develop a
building, or an area or a part of
a city…

So, I wouldn’t say ‘critical
mass’, it wouldn’t be right.
But, we did grow, since we first
came here physically since last
year February. In the beginning
we have to deal with the state of
the
building……rubbish…always
the daily practice. That took a
lot of energy – maintenance,
taking care.
There was already a group of
artists that were based here for a
long time – getting to know
them; you know, trying each
other out, ‘how far can I go?’,
but also letting new people in,
who were very much in need for

Urban Catalyst at Amsterdam Noord

We are now with 150 people;
there are different things that I
can show you.

Eva 02 002 functioning

We have a Board - we
needed a foundation to
become a legal
organization. Because we
need a lot of subsidy, we
need to have a good steady
Board. The board is very much
on a distance, but they are
responsible in the end for
everything that happens. They
are from high positions –
business, people with some
weight…

And the clusters - most of
them are temporarily
renting space here, before
the definitive contract.
Everybody pays per square
meter - you have to have
this commitment. They pay
from the beginning, when they
came here. If you want to have
10 m2 you pay for it, and it is a
fixed price per m2. The people

that were already here now pay
less, as the rent went down.
We have one fixed price per
square meter per year, as it is
very complex to make them
differ, and we want everybody
to pay this now, because we
need this commitment.

We also need money to
have to pay 5 people to be
full time on the project.
They talk with City
Administration, doing subsidies,
with permition givers (fire
brigade, police), we need to
have this group. Because it is
not only programming, it is also
maintenance and building –
three sort of companies. So they
are here and we have one
professional and he is builder –
building coordinator. And we are
all coordinating a certain field.
Artistic-programmatic team is
responsible for what is it that we
want, what is the image that we
want; what about programming
– we want something new,
unknown groups to be part of
our program.
...

We have those 4 teams
(Financial, Building and
Maintenance, Artistic program,
Open Space; note ed.) where

each cluster has its
representatives. Some
clusters are so close together
that they have one
representative - one
representative in the Building
team, one in the Maintenance
team, etc…
Marc: And how large are these
teams?
Eva: That depends, because they
have different pools. In Artprogram, there are all together
about 30 people, in three pools
of 10 people, but we try to keep
communication as close as
possible. And the pools are: one
on applications, one on
programming and one on
communication.
We are now busy with our
website, making intra-site,
where we can put all news.
Then we don’t have to send
everybody an e-mail they know
where to find it. And if they
don’t read it is their
responsibility… So we give
people possibility to give a vote,
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but it is quite strict.
Eva 02 020 functioning

Eva: But we all walk around and
we talk and we have a coffee
and a soup on Friday afternoon.
If find it not so difficult to
communicate now, once we
have set up a certain structure.
People do talk more with each
other and people know now
that we have a plan, that we
need to find money soon…
They are also taking more
initiative to get informed, but I

find it very interesting that
for a big group it is very
difficult to take
responsibility.

with telex style to keep
people informed of what is
going on. Does it work? In
the building team we are
having workshops (you
should come, there is one
on Monday). People know
that we should have
certain products, that have
to be ready. I don’t know
does it work. Some things
work but we are still half
way in this process and by
June we have to make a lot
of decisions and than we
will see does it work. If it
doesn’t, we decide here
and we decide there.

Eva 02 002 functioning

In the Open Space team they are
designing, thinking about how it
should look like. The
Maintenance is about what do
we do with rubbish, with a keys,
with a noise and when there is
performance and they have at
certain point to make decision,
not group. If they can’t do that
they can give it to us, if we can’t
do it we give it to the board, but
usually it end with a team.
Marc: Is it kind of volunteer
structure or is it that when you
are in the game you are
supposed to give part of your
time to it?
Eva: Yes, everybody knows that
you should be part of it, and if
you are not, well then you are
not. If you come with criticism
than we say – pfuf, that is form
the side liners.
Marc: And does it work, are
people motivated?
Eva: Some people find it

very difficult to take
responsibility, to make
decisions. Sometimes it
works, sometimes it
doesn’t, but we have a
group that does – our
communication is getting
better, in the beginning it
was very difficult – how
do you communicate with
so many people. But at the
certain point people know
what is going on, we try

Marc: What is the Building team
looking at, at the moment?
Eva: At infrastructure, at the
urban plan.
Marc: Yes, you can call the
inside ‘an urban design’, it is
true.
Eva 01 028 clusters

Ana: How many clusters are
there?
Eva: We have 17 clusters, and
we have 4 teams, with some
sub-teams that are working on
contract, finances, etc… The 4
main teams are: building,
maintenance, open space and
artistic view and programming –
selection, communication, etc...
Ana: That means programming
thing that come from the
outside, or?
Eva: …and the inside. Yes, we
have certain aims, we want to
program from the inside,
because we have a lot of theatre
groups, multimedia, video, film,
music people and we want to
provide them with a platform
for their activities, but also for
people from outside we want to
have a platform for thing that
don’t come to the regular
theatres in Amsterdam.
Eva 02 020 functioning

Eva: We don’t have contracts
yet. So, when we do have
contracts we’ll know for sure
with whom we’re going to work

or not. Some people just…they
don’t fit at all.
Marc: because they don’t want
to participate?
Eva: they don’t want to
participate, they’ re trying to go
behind, you know… making it
very complicated. But we are
very much talking, really first
trying to start a dialogue.
Eva 01 039 program

Eva: Outside we are going to do
temporary studios, and make a
dazzle painting, because it has
something to do with boats from
1910. There is a guy designing a
chimney of a mammoth tanker
as an atelier building, and there
is a girl making straw-block
structures in the warehouse. You
now, in this way… ha , ha
…they’re very active.
Eva 02 020 building

We think that we can have a
theatre without walls in the
beginning. We have chairs, we
have a podium, we can maybe
ask for a sound system, but I
think it should grow slowly.
By the time we finish building
these studios, you actually get
more problems with noise. Now
people know, for the first 3 or 4
years, noise is going to be a part
of the whole thing.
Eva 01 029 Ad-2 beliefs

In the beginning you don’t have
to have walls, you can be open.
In time, you can build your
walls slowly or not… This book
(Stad als CASCO; note ed.) gives a
quite good description of certain
models of how to build.

You can do it in an old
place, you can do it also in

new buildings, It’s just
building a very strong
framework that lives for
100 years, but which can
handle change. That’s what
we believe in, because you

want to change all the
time, and this is sort of the
structure that we believe
in. You can also imagine
that you can never get 153
people, over the year it
will be 300 people; you
cannot have them all on
the same level, so you have
to cluster them...
Eva 01 038 – future has started

Eva: …This warehouse next

door will be more
commercial to earn money,
but we don’t want to
speculate with the
building, we want to really
have a place, which is
affordable and where
people can participate.
Also how we cast people, is
really on personality, on people
who want to be in the process,
who want to think about and
who want to participate in the
building team, to have influence
in all the different scales of the
development. That’s what we
like, we are all from the cultural
field, but now we are
completely enthusiastic about
building! It’s so exciting, and we
have good coaches…
Marc: Who are the coaches?
Eva: People from the university,
philosophers, architects, we
have brainstorm sessions.
Everybody has strong
recommendations in different
fields.

For us it already started.
This is a part of our
project, this whole process
of dealing with who’s
going to decide, this is
already started for us.
They think ‘why didn’t
you start yet?’, but we have
started, walk inside and
you can see. There are
people building, working,
but also talking and being
in teams and making a
plan.
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F ro m t h e b e g i n n i n g o f t h e 1 9 8 0 s ’ o n t h e c i t y
of Amsterdam slowly regained momentum
w i t h i t s u r b a n re s t r u c t u r i n g . F o r m e r i n d u s t r i a l
a re a s , e s p e c i a l l y t h e I J r i v e r b a n k s , b e c a m e
t a r g e t o f t h e c i t i e s u r b a n p l a n n i n g p o l i c y.
The ultimate example of this was the ambit i o u s p l a n b y t h e AW F a n d R e m K o o l h a a s f o r
t h e e n t i re I J E m b a n k m e n t s . T h e p l a n n e v e r
made it, but it did put the river banks in the
s p o t l i g h t o f re a l - e s t a t e d e v e l o p e r s a n d p re p a re d t h e g ro u n d f o r a l a r g e s c a l e c l e a n u p o f
t h e f o r m e r h a r b o u r a re a s - t i l l t h e n m a i n l y
u s e d b y t h e e x p e r i m e n t a l c u l t u re .

A m s t e r d a m W a t e r f r o n t A e_
Finance Group ( AWF)
E x a m p l e o f G r a a n S i l o A e_
development
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It was years ago, it was quite deserted, empty; there were all warehouses,
sheds… so you know, these buildings
were occupied not only by artists , but
also by crafts people, and by young
people that didn’t have anything to do
so they started their own skate-park,
or their own café or meeting points,
stuff like that…
Eva 01 006

Ae _

And then in 1993 there was
this group called the AWF –
Amsterdam Waterfront
Funding-group, which is a big
group of project developers
who were designing a sort of
Manhattan along the river IJ.
Eva 01 006
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f l a g s h i p > AW F
Amsterdam Waterfront Finance Group
In the beginning of the 1990’s, an
ambitious plan was made to
restructure the IJ-Embankments in
Amsterdam. It would be developed
by a public-private collaboration,
the Amsterdam Waterfront Finance
Group (Amsterdam Waterfront
Financieringsmaatschappij, AWF).
Architect Rem Koolhaas made the
Masterplan for the area (1992),
which was accompanied with a
spectacular Plexiglas model and
evoked large discussion – not in the
last place among the architects of
spatial planning service of
Amsterdam itself.
Miraculously, just before a presentation of the AWF plan to the government by the major of Amsterdam in
1993, one main participant and
investor to the plan, ING-Bank,
announced that mayor miscalculations had been made in the trajectory and the whole development
would not be profitable. Next, the
bank pulled out from the AWF and
the plan collapsed like a balloon.
The plan had been based on overenthusiastic estimations of the
international investment climate in
Amsterdam and had shown to be
too large for the city to deal with.
The current development of the IJembankment is only a shadow of
the scale of intervention the earlier
plan would have brought to the
city.

Ae_1

before 1985

after 1985

evicted sites in the past
decade

Inventory of the squatted locations
in the city of Amsterdam
Comparison between situations before
and after 1985, clearly shows the outward movement, towards the periphery.
(source: ‘Laat de 1000 Vrijplaatsen
bloeien’ de Vrije Ruimte, 2001)
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example >
Graan Silo developments
The Silo (two grain elevators in the
western harbour of Amsterdam)
marks an important point in the
recent history of squatted premises.
The clearing of the two buildings in
1998 would provoke initiatives like
Kinetisch Noord at NDSM and contributed to the establishment of the
Fund for Breeding Places in 1999.
The history of the silos dates back
to 1896, when the first one was
completed after a design of the
architect Klinkhamer. He actually
suggested the building to the city
of Amsterdam as part of a defense
network to protect the capital to
intruders seizing the city. It had to
function as a food supply with
enough capacity to feed the population of Amsterdam for about six
months with weeds. The architect
designed the 104 meters long brick
building in an eclectic, romantic
style with gothic details. It could
store 16.730 tons of grain. In 1952,
a second elevator was added, this
time in the industrial (modernist)
style and made of concrete. Both
buildings have tall vertical shafts
with a surface of 15 m2.
In 1987 the buildings were vacated
and plans were made to demolish
the buildings. In a short time it
became a successful breeding
ground with its theatre, workshop
spaces, expositions, café and
restaurant – well known in
Amsterdam and around. To prevent
the buildings from being demolished, the squatters managed to
get the oldest (brick) of them listed
as a state monument. The inhabitants (united in the Society for
Preservation of the Grain Elevator)
developed a plan to maintain the
building and develop it further on.
They managed to convince the
Triodos Bank and the Society for

Monuments to support their plan
and invest into it.
However, an alternative plan (made
by the architect Van Stigt, developers Y-Grain and BOM, housing corporation De Key and supported by
the investor Rabo Vastgoed) won
the struggle to develop the plan in
spite of the possibilities offered by
the new inhabitants of the building.
In 1998, they had to leave the
building. Ironically, their investment
saved the building, which they had
to turn over now to highly commercial and mainstream
developers/investors. At the
moment, it houses luxurious apartments (± Euro 1800/m2) and workshop space. Next to the Silo, at the
Silodam, MVRDV has recently built
an apartment complex.
The clearing of the Silo brought for
many users an immediate need to
find new space. Also, it came in a
series of clearing around that time
and shocked the squatting network, which found itself in a very
endangered position. Luxurious
developments started to take over
their spaces. In a counter move, the
IJ Industrial Buildings Guild actively
started to promote the Breeding
Places.
Some of the functions of the Silo
found its place at the NDSM.

Ae_2
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above: luxurious loft living in the Silo;
bellow: eclectic art galleries replaces
experimental culture

bellow big: New MVRDV housing block
‘Silodam’ ends the reconstruction of
the pier

.
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Eva 01 006

Marc: Can you explain how it
happened that you came here –
because you participated in the
competition, which was made
for this space?
Eva: Yes, we were screening

And then in 1993 there was
this group called the AWF
– Amsterdam Waterfront
Finance group, which is a
big group of project
developers who were
designing a sort of
Manhattan along the river
IJ.
So, the groups who were in
these buildings thought: ‘Hm,
interesting! With all of our

this area for years…
Ha,ha haha (everybody)

Graan

galleries, library and stuff like
that.

Silo,

….looking ‘how can we get
inhere?’ I can show you
some books that we wrote,
because obviously there is
a long history of how we
are participating in the city
development in
Amsterdam along the IJ. It
was years ago, it was quite
deserted, empty; there were all
warehouses, sheds… so you
know, these buildings were
occupied not only by artists ,
but also by crafts people, and by
young people that didn’t have
anything to do so they started
their own skate-park, or their
own café or meeting points,
stuff like that…
I think there were all together
around 12 buildings being
reused by these groups of
people, along the IJ. Some of
them really established a living,
lively sort of areas. As the town
grew bigger and things came
closer, they even managed to
‘account’ for services. There
were children, restaurants, little

evicted

in

1998.

history and experience, we can
also be a part of this
development group. We know
how to deal with these
buildings - we managed to clean
them, we managed to put up
nice environments up there…

So, they started their own
group, called the IJ
Industrial buildings guild.
I can show you the book,
because we did the research on
the role of the reuse of these
buildings, not only in
Amsterdam, but also in northwest Europe – sort of similar
initiatives.
Eva 01 008

Then in 1998, 12 buildings
were emptied to make way
for ‘urban development’,
new yuppie houses,
expensive…
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Transformation of the
squatting network.tmp
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During a few decades the squatting network
e v o l v e d f ro m p re s s u re g ro u p
fighting for
affordable housing and an alter native
lifestyle, to a ‘respected’
component of
A m s t e rd a m c u l t u r a l l i f e .
I n re s p o n s e t o e m p t y i n g o f t h e i r b u i l d i n g s ,
d u r i n g t h e 1 9 8 o ’s a n d e a r l y 1 9 9 0 ’s , w h e n
A m s t e rd a m s t a r t e d a n e w ro u n d o f u r b a n
re n e w a l , t h e s q u a t t i n g n e t w o r k w a s f o rc e d t o
get a much higher level of organisation - and
a good PR machine. In many ways, the netw o r k i s re s p o n s i b l e f o r t h e c i t y ’s a l t e r n a t i v e
c u l t u re a n d i s g r a d u a l l y re c o g n i s e d a s s u c h b y
t h e m a i n s t re a m c i t y a n d c u l t u r a l i n s t i t u t i o n s .

0
A f_1
A f_2

s q u a t t i n g t r a d i t i o n A f_
the IJ guild

the Breeding places Fond
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So, we started
to unite…
Eva 01 006

Af _

We wrote an appeal to the City
Council of Amsterdam, saying
‘Look, we invested ourselves these are the disciplines that
we do and this is the public.
This is all going away, what
are you going to do about it?’
Eva 01 006
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A short history of the squatter
(Lat.: squatterus vulgaris holandis)
The intriguing fact why the squatting movement has obtained so much foothold in
Holland, roots in the particular combination of the ruling social democrats’ believe
in a modernistic designable society after WW2 and the level of saturation this
resulted in after some decades of successful implementation of these beliefs. A
counter movement was born, questioning the new life standards and - the meaning of
life. The avant-garde was formed by the so-called Provos, who had new ideas about
the functioning society and the city, and had a strong desire to take life’s destination in their own hands. Provos, apart from creating a movement of supporters
(squatters), also created an interesting movement of influential opponents (Koolhaas,
for instance).
“The combination of an acute scarcity of houses and the mentioned shift of culture [
a trend to take hold on ones’ life own destination ] shaped the conditions for a
new form of activism: squatting. The scarcity in housing legitimated the act of
squatting. An important factor in the origination of squatting was the improved
accessibility of high education, which for the first time in history attracted large
groups of young people to come to the city and look for housing space.” (source:
Laat 1000 vrijplaatsen bloeien)
The start however was not easy at all.
after a short time. The change came in
legalised squatting in reaction to the
managed to create an infrastructure to
hours up to resistance squads.

Squatted buildings were often cleaned-out
1970, when a few court decisions more or less
housing scarcity. After a while, the movement
provide assistance ranging from consultancy-

The eighties turned the tide again, as the juridical possibilities for owners of
premises to start up a clearing procedure opened up dramatically and many squatted
premises came under threat of clearing. In reaction, a real squatting movement
started to form itself, able to exercise respectable political influence. This also
resulted in the a division between ‘political’ squatters and those who were mainly
interested in an affordable living space – which ultimately led to sharp conflicts
splitting up the movement in the middle of the eighties. Recent urban renewal rounds
in for instance Amsterdam brought another blow to the movement. Premises were
cleared out in favour of ‘high standard’ project development – industrial lofts
apparently had become fashionable. Now, to some extend, the squatting movement finds
itself ironically enough in a government-protected reserve, not to the satisfaction
of all representatives of the movement.

Af_0

Provos
(“provokers”)
an eccentric group of artists, hooligans and visionary anarchists dedicated to transform the sleepy Dutch city into an explosive Magical
Centre. The Provos – non-violent, anti-authoritarian, agit-propagandists
as well as ecologists before their time – anticipated Europe’s justaround-the-corner youth protest movements by replacing Karl Marx by
Groucho Marx. (…) Masters of civil disobedience and media manipulation,
and experts in transforming art from decoration into an expression of
independence, the Provos ignited the spark of social change that turned
Amsterdam in one of the most humane and livable cities on the planet.”
Matteo Guarnaccia in Abitare 417, 2002, page 264
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Gilde van Werkgebouwen
aan het IJ >
The IJ Industrial Buildings Guild
is a network consisting of 18 dockland premises on the southern
banks of the IJ in Amsterdam. It
was founded to represent the common interests of the users, which
squatted these buildings one by
one since 1978 - artists and craftspeople who had been forced to
leave areas of urban renewal in
order to seek cheap working spaces
elsewhere. Its foundation was an
immediate reaction to the AWF
(Amsterdam Waterfront Finance
group) which initiated an ambitious
plan for re-development of the IJEmbankments. ‘The users of the
self-managed buildings along the IJ
decided to set up an Alternative
Waterfront: the IJ industrial
Buildings Guild. Amongst the 24
guild members are well known
buildings and locations as the Silo,
Vrieshuis Amerika, Ruigoord and
Het Veem.’
Through self-management (in
Dutch called zelfbeheer) they developed with minimal financial expenses working and living possibilities in
these buildings. The Guild tries to
consolidate (legalise) the position of
these buildings and the culture they
represent.
“The Guild's buildings have
achieved nothing short of an economic miracle over the last 15
years. When they first moved in,
many of the original users had been
unemployed for many years. 80%
of the users of these premises have
eventually become financially independent within a period of five to
ten years. The buildings' economic
success has also had a positive
influence both on their direct environment and further afield. This
particularly applies to premises
located in districts undergoing

development. These buildings also
stimulate cultural production and
enterprise.
Meanwhile The Guild has become a
'tool' to define and propagate its
growing range of ideas. It functions
as a point of contact and as a litigating legal body. It has entered the
political arena, it participates in
advisory councils, initiates research,
organizes publications and congresses and contributes to the
development of urban
theory.”(source: www.woonwerkpanden.nl)
In 1996 the Guild decided to publish a book about their visions for
re-use of warehouse buildings in
North-West Europe and particularly
in Amsterdam. The book, 'The
Turning Tide', has been published
in 1997.
Buildings (once) participating in the
Guild:
01. adm
02. argentinië
03. ateliers wg
04. edelweiss
05. elf
06. filmacademie (ot 301)
07. graan silo
08. K3
09. kalenderpanden
10. kinetisch noord
11. nieuwendijk
12. nieuwenmeer
13. oostelijke handelskade 33
14. plantage doklaan
15. rijkshemelvaart
16. ruigoord
17. shb
18. slangenpand
19. houtkopersburgwal
20. lloyd hotel
21. vrieshuis amerika
22. werkgebouw het veem
23. westerdoksdijk
24. wilhelmina
25. zeezicht

Af_1/2

Summary of the setup plan for the Breeding Places
project by the Project Management Office (City of
Amsterdam)
source: www.woonwerkpanden.nl
As a result of the urban renewal policy and the new housing areas in a/o the Oostenlijk Havengebied (Eastern
Harbour District) and the IJ-Oevers (IJ-River embankments), several housing/working-premises [ hybrid buildings for combined housing / working, note ed. ] have
vanished in Amsterdam. They are services, which have an
important role as a breeding place for creativity for artists,
craftsmen and cultural entrepreneurs.
Breeding places of creativity are offering space to activities
in the field of the plastic arts, architecture, theatre arts,
design, film and all imaginable disciplines. Often, they
also have a role in complementing the service level of a
city neighbourhood. These services are often characterised
by large, high spaces with a low rent level, and therefore
can give possibilities to those groups who are not in the
possibility to achieve a position in the real estate market
for business spaces.
In a reaction to the mentioned developments, the users of
housing/ working-premises in Amsterdam wrote a letter
to the City Council. This letter resulted in December 1998
in a decree in which the City Council made an appeal to
the Mayor and his College of Alderman to give proposals
for alternative locations for payable housing/workingpremises, and on the base of this, to come to a fast realisation of them. In response to this decree of the City
Council, the Breeding Places project has started.
The Breeding Places project
Aim of the Breeding Places project is ‘to accomplish the
realisation of small scale infrastructure for (mainly) noncommercial cultural entrepreneurs -- among which mainly (semi)professional artists – and to achieve conditions
for a sustainable form of this infrastructure in the city’.
Two target groups are distinguished:
0. individually operating artists, focussed on the production of art,
1. the co-operating cultural entrepreneurs in
(housing/)working-premises (among which artists, small
craftwork companies, services and technicians), focussed
on forming a society to induce synergy and cross-fertilisation, participating in a sub-culture, with its own economy,
not directly devoted to commercial success.
The project team Breeding Place starts from a need for ateliers and (housing/)working-premises for in total minimally 2000 artists and other cultural entrepreneurs, consisting of 1350 plastic artists and few hundreds of cultural
entrepreneurs in (housing/)working-premises in the city
of Amsterdam.
On the base of an inventarisation of the spatial possibilities in the city (depending a/o from the financial possibilities) on the short and middle long term the development
of around 1400 up to 2000 ateliers or working spaces
could be possible. (both permanent and temporal services).

For a number of 14 projects in principle an agreement
about realisation on the short term has been reached with
the parties involved. The projects amount for approximately 9000 m2 of atelier spaces for about 150 individual
artists and approximately 36000 m2 (housing/)workingpremises for groups of cultural entrepreneurs.
Project Organisation
For the co-ordination a project organisation has been set
up. A civil service project group is in function since May
1999, in which apart from the Project Management Office
of the City of Amsterdam the following parties are represented: the Urban Housing Service, the Spatial Planning
Office, the Land Property Office, the Common Welfare
Office, department of arts and culture and the Service for
Economic Affairs and the Society for Housing/workingpremises for Artists.
To get an information exchange between the city, civil
pressure groups and external experts a consulting committee has been formed. The focus of this consulting committee is to enhance the social feasibility of the decisions and
policies that will be developed, and to use the available
expertise. The consulting committee consists of a/o the
Guild of Working-premises at the IJ, labour union FNV
Kiem, the Amsterdam Council for the Arts, consulting
company De Verandering, and the housing corporations
Het Oosten and Het Woningbedrijf.
(…)
About the subsidy to KN/NDSM
From the budget of the Breeding Places Fond 15.000.000
DFL (around † 6,8 mln Euro) has been reserved for the
Kinetisch Noord / NDSM development. This subsidy will
be mainly used to invest into the necessary infrastructure
(technical, space separations, build-in of ateliers etc). The
maintenance of the sheds (‘casco’) will be financed from
other sources (BV Durf?)
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Transformation of the
squatting network
Af_

Af_0

Squatting tradition

Eva 01 012

Mica: Did you actually meet
(make connections with the City
Administration Noord, note ed.) to
get to know each other before
this competition? Marc: The
truth will never be found out…
Eva: Well, there’s also long,

long, long tradition of
squatting and it goes far
back into the eighties.
Most of them have become
high ‘civil servants’, a lot
of them. But there is also new
groups coming, and new ideas.
And there is also a difference
because at that point it was very
much on living conditions in the
eighties, and the younger group
now is more on working,
because we have gone out of
this unemployment phase, but
still very much focus…
We already managed to sort of
make networks and contacts
within these other buildings to
start bigger projects and to help
each other out. Most of people I
know that were in Wilhelmina,
in Edelweiss in other buildings
that are already legal now – they
start of with 80% of people in
unemployment situation and
now it’s only 10% at the most;
there’s only one person left who
was unemployed.
So, we tried to get these people
together, but low income, but
still… That they can, by
working together, manage to
have this sort of ‘new economy’
which can bring them further
and make use of each other.
Because it works, it only works
in these kinds of networks and
groups, especially art groups,
and then you also need crafts
people that help with art…
Marc: But you are right, it’s a
completely different idea of
squatting than of what it started,
and idea of using space than of
what it started.
Eva: Yes, yes… and for older
guys - Ok now, they’re settled,
and most of them are highly

positioned, but this is a new
energetic group, more on
working together and trying to
create meeting places where
they can actually experiment
more.

Obviously, there are a lot
of squat locations, they all
have their own philosophy
which are not all the same.
Their idea is more found
on living there, and we are
more here on what we
want to produce. We want
to be a meeting place not
only for Amsterdam
people, but for people
from further away…
Af_1

the IJ GUILD

Eva 01 007 IJ Guild

have a very difficult
income – they don’t have
pension, they don’t have
13th month, etc… some
people don’t work for
profits…
Marc: Slightly different
ideology also…
Eva: Yes, other lifestyle,
and Amsterdam is famous
for it, as well. So, I think
you should worry and you
should cherish these
groups because they do
provide … even a good
place for concert…
So, if you see the book, we
are serious and also very
interested in town
planning strategy – how do
you make a living city.

Eva: So, we started to unite,

Eva 01 009 IJ Guild

got all these buildings
together, even more
buildings in Amsterdam,
which had similar
problems and wrote a
book to get some
acknowledgement…
Because…we are not
squatters, we are not just
living here for free. We are
actually investing money
and trying to make them
look nice, trying to meet
the needs of the people,
trying to establish
affordable working space
for people with difficult
income.
You can imagine, artists

Milica: The Guild lasted for
how long?
Eva: The Guild still exists and
now has 24 members who are
associated together.
Ana: The 24 members are 24
locations?
Eva: Yes, 24 buildings in
Amsterdam; most of them
are now vacated - people
are evicted.
So, the 12 groups – the 12
buildings that were going
to be vacated, they united
and wrote an appeal to the
City Council in the center
of the town, saying ‘Look,

we invested ourselves’, we
did an inventory; we said
‘We do here working,
living, we have these sort
of spaces – theatre,
etc…These are the
disciplines that we do and
this is the public. Not only
in Amsterdam, but also
very far away - in Italy we
are called the Dutch avantgarde, etc, etc… and this is
all going away, what are
you going to do about it?’
And then the City Council
said ‘Oh, Ok, now we
acknowledge that there is a
problem, and we should
start this project group and
getting funds together to
help these groups out.’ So,
we have now the Breeding
places fond in Amsterdam.
Eva 01 045 IJ Guild

You should go to different
locations, as well. Go for
instance down to ADM, it’s
completely illegal, completely
different, and it has a strong
connection in the past…

We are now really trying to
do it through the front
door, and they’re still
doing it through the back
door…
Hay, who works here, actually
lives there…

Urban Catalyst at Amsterdam Noord
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Local mutations of
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The North Bank of Amsterdam has provoked a lot of plans
for restructuring – but until recently, all plans passed without leaving any trace in the area. The political circumstances (a stalemate concerning any decision on the
future function of the area) made it until recently impossible to gain enough weight for any plan to succeed politically and economically, as it would require major changes
in the official regulations defining the boundaries of it.
Regulations from the function plan (bestemmingsplan),
zoning plan (zoneringsplan), policy documents (nota’s van
uitgangspunten) and many other environmental and safety rules therefore suffocated any change.
Planners and politicians became aware that a more interactive approach towards planning was necessary.
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Local mutations >

Through initiatives of networks
of actors and local ad-hoc
inventions, answers to the the
development deadlock was
found without the need to
intervene with (or even adapt)
the whole range of (notoriously
strict, Dutch) regulations.
Experiments like Noord Lonkt!
proved that unconventional
alliances could provide creative
solutions. Now, the district uses
this also in defining the
Masterplan for the area – and
calls it dynamic planning.
In a dynamic plan, little is
planned in the traditional way.
It is more like a scenario, in
which interventions are projected in space and time, but constantly remaining flexible for
adaptation.
As outlined bellow, planning
gets ‘dynamic’ on different levels of decision making:

Af _0.1 Political policy/
bestemmings plan
Since 1985, political policy of
which ‘Bestemmings planning’
is a document has appeared to
be the major obstacle for the
development of the NDSM terrain. This non-stopping political
disagreement was carried
between Central City
Government, City
Administration Noord and
Province on the programmatic
use of the area.

Af _0.2 Zoning
NDSM finally changes its destination and becomes a ‘gold coast’ for
development, as an exception
(dutch ‘ontheffing’, note ed.) was

Af _0.3 Notas

found in the sound zoning.
During the NDSM process, there
were 2 alternative interpretations to
what is the ‘Nota of starting points’
(dutch ‘nota van uitgangspunten’,
note ed.). One was given by the
Noord Lonkt! team, who tried to
create a more openended document; the second was given by the
City Administration Noord, who
made a document that could pass
through a bureaucratic procedures.

Af _0.4 Rules and regulations

The present use of the NDSM hall
by the Kinetisch Noord is an exception in itself - if one would follow
safety regulations, it would not be
possible.

Af _0.5 Initiatives

Various initiatives coming from the
citizens, groups and companies, for
particular programs or even buildings on the North Bank of IJ, considered seriously and are often
incorporated into the planning document.
Moreover, it seems, that it is the initiatives, rather than a homogeneous designed vision of a big plan
that at the moment produces ideas
and incentives for the North IJ bank
development.

Ag_0
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exception is found in the sound
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Local mutations in
planning procedures
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Bestemmings plan

Erik 01 003 Bestemmings plan

The former NDSM area,
the wharf went bankrupt
in the middle of the
eighties. Since then, there
was a political still mate,
because the Liberal Party
(VVD) wanted to claim it
as an industrial area and
the ‘Socialistic’ party
(PVDA) wanted to have
housing. And they never
resolved it.
So, if you look at the
bestemmings plan, the
structure, it was always
either living or industrial –
and nothing happened.
For 15 years there was this
still mate and the area was
not used. There were some
artist living there in these
buildings, the large halls
were used occasionally but
it was not even lively.
Ag_0.2

Zoning systems

Rob 01 002 rules and exceptions

Milica: Why was this area
treated as special comparing to
the rest? This whole Northern
Bank is company-terrains and
only here - there is the special
idea!?
Rob: That was because of all
kinds of zoning systems. When I
started with the job to renovate
all of these company terrains,
what I did first was to make,
what we call, nota van
uitgangspunten – a kind of start
notations.
There was a political point of
view that said – this whole area
has to be modern terrain for all
kind of economical functions.
But, there is a kind of history
that goes back in 1987-8, when
we started in Amsterdam Noord
to think about the development
of northern IJ border and at that
time I was urban planer
(nowadays I am in the corner of

project management). With a
small group we made a kind of
vision for the whole northern IJ
bank. We said – this is a place
where we can make something
else than economical functions.

When you see the map
with all kinds of zoning
systems, especially the
zoning systems belonging
to noise, you see that one
zoning boundary is going
to be here and the other is
going to be there - and if
you want something inbetween - than it is
possible. This area is
laying in the zoning; but
in the margins of the
zoning. It is a kind of gap and
it exists because here is the 50
DB zone line and here is 55.
Between 50 and 55 there is an
area that says if you want (if
politicians say we want)
something within this zoning,
than it is possible, but you have
to make a special decision for
that. That is what we call in

Holland ontheffing
(exception, note ed.)– where you
don’t have to apply certain
rules. This is the only part in
this whole area where that is
possible. That is one reason, and
the other reason was that at that
moment this terrain was our
terrain. When the wharf stopped
its work the whole area came to
the City Council - the ownership
of the ground. So, we could do
anything with it what we want.

Rob: No, there were two Notas.
We had Noord Lonkt! 3 that was
called nota van uitgangspunten,
but that was not useful. We
could not use it as a Nota
because it was a very nice story
about BV Durf and extreme
function flexibility, etc, but it
didn’t say anything about a kind
of program and it didn’t say
anything about financial
contracts or basics. So we said if
we want to have a Nota decided
by the City Council than it has
to be another product. So we
made another product - a small
booklet also named Nota, but
made by City Council and that
is the official Nota I am talking
about. That Nota is the program
with 500 000 m2 and what we
wanted with halls and ramps
and the border side.
We made it as kind of comic, as
we didn’t have much time to
make it. There are all kinds of
things that are not sure at this
moment, but what we are sure
we have already put in and all
kinds of questions we are going
to solve in the next step. The
most important thing that we
want to do with this book is to
make a decision about the
development of this area as a
mixed area. That is the priority
of this book.

Erik 01 018 loose Nota

Ana: To what extent is this
example of practice unique in
Amsterdam?

Ag_0.3

Notas

Rob 01 009 comic Nota

Milica: Noord Lonkt! book
number 3 was in fact going to be
the Nota - nota van uitgangspunten?

Erik: On the entire scale, we
have not seen such a thing. Both
for the process that we have
used to get out of the deadlock,
we have not seen such an
outcome of this process in the
sense of the Nota van
Uitgangspunten (referring to
Noord Lonkt! 3; note ed.) that is so
loose… We handed in this

document and the civil
servant said: ‘This is not a
Nota van Uitgangspunten’.

Because we do not have a
detailed description of
what is going to be on the
site. We answered: ‘Yes,
that is why it is so unique’.
They said we cannot hand it in
because it is not according to the
law. So they made a separate
document in which they made
calculations etc. – a translation;
so many houses, so many
companies, than it’s worth so
much. We said: Just take the

starting points and get
doing something. That is
why we said: Get the
actors in as soon as
possible. Those are the
ones that create the area.
Not the owners, not the
financiers, not the
developers, not the
investors. Get the people
in who have the energy.
Ana: And they will find their
own place, they are good to test
the ground.

Masterplan
through feedback >
dynamic plan
Ag_0.4

Ted 01 005 belief

Milica: It is very interesting that
you have starting this initiative
of making ‘Panorama Noord’
and I have several questions
related to whole idea about
Amsterdam Noord and relation
to Amsterdam, and so on. This
time particularly about the
North bank of IJ-river - are there
special ideas about that area and
what is today idea about that
area?
Ted: You heard from Rob that
we are making a new
Masterplan. I am not

somebody who has a very
strong belief in a
Masterplan, a Blueprint
plan; I am more interested
in development strategies.
Rob 01 012 sailing goes on

There is 10km of the bank in
function, housing, but mostly
economic functions and we are
transforming the whole IJ bank
area in a way of dynamic

Urban Catalyst at Amsterdam Noord

planning. We don’t do it in a
way that we break down,
demolish everything, clean
up area, maybe keep some
buildings, get all functions
out, and than make new,
and than follows the next
part – that is not what we
are doing. As we call it –
‘the sailing goes on during
the rebuilding’.

change all over, in time.
Eva 02 004 rules and exceptions

Marc: You can say that there are
rules, but they (the City
Administration Noord; note ed.)
can’t use these rules in this case
because they would make it
totally impossible, so they

have to go around certain
rules probably which is
not their normal way of
dealing.

Erik 01 011 speed-up

Ana: What is currently kept in
the process from your initial
idea-proposal? Milica: If all the
stakeholders keep to this idea,
than it should almost naturally
go into realisation.

Eva: Its especially difficult after
we had Enschede and falling
down of the glass from the roof.
Its much more strict; people are
much more cautious. We should
also try to understand that.

Erik: What you see is a third
thing, because all these people
agree, they do not disagree. So
they are not against it. If you
have them all involved,
everyone gets a feeling of what
it can mean for the entire area.
What you saw happening is
that, because we did this
process, the whole northern
banks got attention and it
catalysed for instance the
developments on the Shell area.
The people that were busy with
the development of the Shell
area participated in our process,
that speeded up their
developments. You see that

Rob 01 017 overview

by doing such a process
you speed up the
development of the entire
area. What we have been told
is that the starting points that
have been created for the
development of the site are still
the key-cornerstones of the
agreement that the partners
make in the partnership phase.
If your question is what is still
alive… We have been informed
by the parties that have been
operating here that everything is
still alive.
Damien: But the idea is to have
some dynamic development …

The goal of this phase was
not to make a blueprint of
this site. That would be
decided in BV Durf. The
idea behind is, that if you
have an organic
development, it might

Rob: That is kind of zoning in
this area, but my colleague who
is in this area can think the
same. And then he is here with
those damaging economical
functions and I am here with my
housing. Than, there is of course
infrastructure and the height of
the buildings; the function and
density of these areas are very
important. We thought that
what we need is an overall view
of the whole northern IJ bank,
so that we are sure that different
projects on the northern IJ
border have coherent
development; not like islands.
So, Ted made an order to make
such a Master plan.
Milica: In the case of the NDSM
site, Master plan will not have
much influence, but you will
have to tell to the planners what
will happen here?
Rob: Yes, but it goes in two
directions. What we did in the
starting phase of the
Masterplan, we had an ‘ijk dag’,
(a kind of decision making
workshop; note ed.) a moment on
which we looked at all the
initiatives that we had on the IJ
border.
Riek Bakker, as the author of the
Masterplan was involved.
We made categories: one is it is
ok, it has nothing to do with the
network of Masterplan, it can go
on. The second is a category
where we have several doubts
whether it can go as it goes, we
have to change some directions
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and some elements in it. The
third was the category where we
had strong doubts if the project
is on a good way, when we see
it in the larger scale.
For instance – there is initiative
from the wharf to make here a
big office building. When the
initiative first came, we thought
that it might be a good one,
because while the wharf is still
functioning, here it might be
helpful to make a kind of a
noise wall from the wharf to the
housing area (new housing; note
ed), but when we realised on the
scale of the Masterplan as you
look further in the future that
the Wharf is in 10-15 years
going to stop than we will have
this barrier that is not necessary
any more.

.
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Potential of a ‘temporary user’ (derived in this
s t u d y f ro m m i g r a t i n g e x p e r i m e n t a l c u l t u re o f
A m s t e rd a m ) i s t h a t i t c o n s t a n t l y c h a n g e s i t ’s
p o s i t i o n - n o t i n a s e n s e t h a t t h e y a re o c c u p y i n g
a site only for a limited period of time, but to
the contrary - in a sense that a way of using is
c o n s t a n t l y c h a n g i n g - p ro g r a m m a t i c a n d s p a t i a l
n e e d s a re f l u c t u a t i n g .
T h e re a re s e v e r a l s t ro n g p o i n t s i n v e n t e d o r j u s t
h i n t e d , d u r i n g t h e N D S M p ro c e s s , t h a t c a n b e
e x t r a p o l a t e d , s h a r p e n e d a n d i m p ro v e d :
_ c u l t u r a l a n d u r b a n p ro p o s i t i o n t h a t ‘ t e m p o r a r y
user’ brings.
_planning scenario with multiple actors and
a g e n t s , b u t a l l w i t h q u i t e p re c i s e ro l e s
_innovative urban organizations, in particular
t h o s e t h a t b r i n g n o n - c o m m e rc i a l i n t e re s t s o n t o
the market (such as BV Durf); but also those
w i t h ‘ s o c i a l ’ i n n o v a t i o n , s u c h a s K i n e t i s c h N o o rd
_ N D S M p ro c e s s i n s p i re s n e w c h a p t e r o f t h e s c i e n c e o f u r b a n g e n e t i c s a n d p ro d u c t i o n o f b e n e ficial urban forms; see Pe_
_ s t u d y o f t h e N D S M p ro c e s s g i v e s w a y t o a n
i d e a i n w h i c h A m s t e rd a m a n d A m s t e rd a m N o o rd
c re a t e a s y m b i o t i c d e v e l o p m e n t c o n f i g u r a t i o n ;
see Pf_
M o s t i m p o r t a n t l y, e x p e r i m e n t a t i o n a n d o p e n
e n d e d a p p ro a c h s e e m s t o b e v a l u e d b y a l l p a r t i e s i n t h e p ro c e s s .
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F l e x i b i l i t y, a d a p t a b i l i t y, h e t e ro g e n e i t y, e n e r g y,
v i t a l i t y, e n d u r a n c e c a n b e p ro m o t e d a s t h e
d e s i re d q u a l i t i e s t h a t c a n m a k e g o v e r n m e n t a l
' b o d i e s ' s e e k h e l p f ro m a l t e r n a t i v e g ro u p s a s
partners in urban development, rather than
f ro m a s t ro n g m a r k e t p a r t y.
I n t h i s re s p e c t , N D S M p ro c e s s n e e d s n o t t o b e
seen as an incidental coalition between the
City and experimental culture groups. It
s h o u l d b e re g a rd e d a s a s e r i o u s p i l o t p ro j e c t ,
a planning and development test case for
much wider context.
What the mainstream needs

P a_

What the substream brings
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I had a discussion two months
ago with some people that are
high at the market, and they
told me ‘why don’t you give it
away to high profile art houses’
and I said ‘that is not we meant’.
We wanted to bring in people
with plans, starters, with a lot
of energy, with a lot of
endurance.
Ted 01 004

Pa _1
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“From the stack of statements, pamphlets and appeals to the city
council on the threatened and cleared-out ‘sanctuaries’, (dutch
‘vrijplaatsen’) a couple of sentences have been picked which
gave a hold for a policy: one concentrated on services for ateliers and starting companies.
Politically, this sounds good. From the cultural quarter, it
was pointed out that there was an enormous lack of atelier
spaces and that Amsterdam gets less attractive to ‘emerging
talent’. The inhabitants and users of cleaned-out premises,
from now on, were appointed ‘artists’, from the government’s
perspective.
To turn the tide, in
December 1998 the start
was
made
with
the
‘breeding places’ policy. (…) In a reaction to
it, each start-up entrepreneur, cultural institution
or
group
of
artists
seems
to
be
calling itself a ‘breeding place’ or ‘sanctuary’.
This ultimately demonstrates the contradiction,
which
exists
between the thinking of
the government and a
large part of the inhabitants
and
users
of
sanctuaries. The existence of sanctuaries is
not
of
significance
because they will provide the establishment with new ideas,
forms and insights.”
taken from: Laat 1000 vrijplaatsen bloeien

Pa_2
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Fred 01 007

Milica: We were quite astonished
that a group as Kinetic Noord
will sit down at the table with
one bureaucratic institution,
sign the contract, shake hands,
here are millions of guilders… So
how does this work in reality
and why does it work? Is it
because Holland is such a special
country where people can talk
together?
Fred: It is also quite hard here.
Pa_1

needs

What the mainstream

places Fond. Because here in

Amsterdam Noord,
Kinetisch Noord project is
so big it has become the
main ship among all these
projects, the most of them
are very small.
So the alderman picked it up as
something that has to succeed,
because if this succeeds he will
be politically recognised as the
big winner, the man with a
vision, the man who changed
the wrong development at the
last minute. And if you make
this to the success than you have
gained back a lot of what you
have lost in the last 20 years.
That is the idea behind it.
Ted 01 004

Ana: Why were you particularly
fond of getting art people?

Fred 01 008

Fred: During the high times of
the squatting period there were
a lot of spontaneous breeding
places, projects like this. They
just came up. In the last, lets say,
20 years, the word 'market' came
up; the market rules, so a lot of
buildings were evicted.

The alderman Duco
Stadig, already in central
city government for 12
years, came to realise that
for city of Amsterdam is
essential to have, lets say,
alternative, progressive,
weird, anarchistic, creative
people within the border
of Amsterdam. Amsterdam
had always, over the
centuries, people coming
from everywhere - strange
people, foreign people, all
kinds of people. All the
creative brains from Holland
came to Amsterdam, etc ,…
So then, because of the market,
all these places where art and
culture spontaneously grew disappeared, and even worse,
there was a running-out of
Amsterdam - going to
Rotterdam. And Amsterdam
and Rotterdam are like Russia
and America, rivals.
But apart from that, that is only
funny, ironical, it was realised
that we are going to loose
something if we are not going to
arrange something. That is the
whole idea of the Breeding-

Ted: That has something to
do with our vision on
Amsterdam Noord. We say
- we have to make a
stepping stone of art in
Amsterdam Noord,
cultural functions as
pioneers in this area. And
that is truly a development
strategy - we bring those
people in and they pull the
networks over The IJ, they
bring their network with
them. And people are not
there at this moment, so
we want to bring them in,
to give them an

opportunity to develop
something. Than, they
literally pull their
networks, all kinds of
people, bring them to
those places and they
discover this area. Until 1,5
year in this city nobody
was talking about

Amsterdam Noord because
it was an isolated area.
Every year there is sort of big
art festival. 'Uitmarkt', which is
the start of theatre season in
Amsterdam - in August and
what we literally did was giving
papers to all kinds of people
there if you want to start sort of
art project in this place. That
was the start. You know the way
that we brought Kinetisch
Noord? It was by the
competition, and by this
competition we succeeded to
make people interested in this
area. So, all kinds of efforts we
made to get interesting people
to enter this competition. And in
the end 10-15 competitors made
a plan and this plan was far
most interesting. It was very
clear that we wanted to work
with those people.
Ana: And did you have already
the idea that you could get these
people when you made this
competition?
Ted: Yes, especially these
people. I had a discussion

two months ago with some
people that are high at the
market, and they said to
me - why don't you give it
away to much more high
profile art houses and I
said that is not we meant.
We wanted to bring in
people with plans, starters,

with lot of energy, with a
lot of endurance. And we
are not interested in all
those far more ambitious,
established artists. That is
not interesting for this
area. So that is a way of
developing an area - to
bring people in!

Pa_2
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What the substream

Eva 01 016

Mica: What was the main
proposal that won in fact this
competition. What was the big
idea?
Eva: Transforming it into a
cultural venue, which was
with a low threshold, I
think, not institutionalized;

a place where people are
producing and performing
at the same time. It's the
mix, I think, which they liked,
that sort of atmosphere,
the build-up. Also, we
wanted to do it ourselves.

experience with certain
concepts, or from theatrical
background, etc… It felt really
good, this whole idea, this
whole concept. It also went in a
sort of history from one place to
the other - you get experience,
you get your contacts and your
network. Your goodwill as well.
It has a lot to do with the fact
that we already had a reputation
with things we did in the Silo,
in the Vrieshuis and
Wilhelmina. You've managed to
create goodwill also, with
politicians etc. We didn't know
the City Council Noord very

Not that one group decides how
it's going to look like; we want

to have this very bottomup approach. I think that's
what they like in the North very
much. It suits the North. It's

very hybrid, this area, and
I think they like that idea.
Ted Zwietering, who is one of
the main guys in the City
Council, he had already a very
deep sympathy for the Guild.

Cultural
entrepreneurship
Pa_1+2

Eva 01 016

Milica: I was very amazed
reading your text - it said that
you were moving from one
building to another because of
being evicted, etc, and then
someone got the idea that you
have to start 'developing'
yourself; acting as developer, as
a cultural developer. I thought,
'this is really a great idea'. So, in
a way, you are in 'the same field'
proposing another project. Marc:
Yes, how did that work? How
did you start it up?
Eva: Naturally. It was so natural.
For me I have always been
working in the cultural field,
always on the organizing side of
it, on the financial side of it, and
I think ones you have a good
concept, and you believe in it,
then it can be successful. I think
we managed to have a group of
people together who had

Urban Catalyst at Amsterdam Noord

well, but in the Center City
Council we had a big network
obviously. And now we are
getting more involved with the
local politics, because we believe
we should hook-up more with
our neighbors as well. You can
not force it…
Eva 02 026 enterpreneurs
Eva: All the people here are
working underneath the CAO's.
They have a contract for 32
hours per week, but everybody
is working 50, at least. It's all
underpaid in this field.
…Social welfare is our biggest
subsidizer…You can get 160
guldens per hour, and we do it
for 30…

Pb _
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Elements for
‘NDSM planning
model’.tmp
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After initial analysis, it became obvious that
N D S M p ro c e s s i s , i n t e r m s o f p l a n n i n g - a c o l lection of fuzzy categories such as 'twisted
rules', 'exceptions', 'private initiatives'.
It is also obvious that this amount of fuzzin e s s i s a p e r f e c t l y re a s o n a b l e a t t e m p t t o g o
a ro u n d f a i r l y r i g i d l e g a l f r a m e w o r k e x i s t i n g .
T h e s e a re t h e re a s o n s t o t r y a n d t h e o r i s e t h e
N D S M p ro c e s s i n re t ro s p e c t . C a n w e p i n p o i n t
certain decisions, innovations, breaking
points as elements for a new planning model?

Triggers

Management processes:

Noord Lonkt!
Competitions for creative enterpreneurship

‘Starting points’

Implementation bodies

BV Durf
Kinetisch Noord
XXL syndicate

1
Pb_2

Pb_
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b_2.2

3
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b_4.1
b_4.2
b_4.3
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Lets say economic groups have an
idea of making 100 000 m2 of commercial buildings.
So, the simple idea was - if we take
100.000 m2 we add another 100.000 m2 we call it extreme mix of functions.
The start was not more than that; I
have to be very clear.
The alderman who was here said ‘I
want an extreme density’, so he added
another 100.000 m2.
And at that very moment, the alderman of the other side, of the Central
City said ‘I’ll give you 50 million
guilders, because I have a problem. I
want to support breeding places’.
Ted 01 003

So, it was very humoristic development in fact.

Pb _
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Pb_

Elements for NDSM
planning model >
Pb_1 triggers
As a way to break out of the
political deadlock that froze all
development at the NDSM for
more than a decade, the City
administartion
Amsterdam
Noord initiated 2 parallel
processes - Noord Lonkt! and
the ‘competitions for creative
entrepreneurs’.

management
processes

Pb_2

Noord Lonkt! and the competitions for ‘creative entrepreneurs’, worked on different levels.
Noord Lonkt! was a trajectory
that aimed at a large scale
development - for making
alliances
with
investors.
However,
many
innovative
propositions and initiatives on
both spatial and organizational
level have come out of this
process.
BV Durf, is one of them - a public/private partnership turned
into a development /maintenance company.
The initiative of the City
Administartion Noord is to
incorporate participation of
Kinetisch Noord into the BV
Durf, which is currently under
construction.

Pb_3

starting points

The starting premises on which
BV Durf team entered negotiations were: mix of functions,
density and gradation of rents.

Pb _1/3
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Pb_4

Implementation bodies and their development strategies >
Pb_4.1 BV Dur f
Erik 01 016
We say - you should make the
entire area in a
development/maintenance company, we call it BV Durf, an all
the key participants become
shareholder or owner of BV
Durf. So, instead of buying an
apartment in an area or buying
an office, or hiring an office
you purchase a part of the
company that owns.
Rob 01 010
We are trying to make new
kinds of buildings, as flexible as
possible, for different functions.
We do all kinds of research for
that. In the end we are going
to make such buildings and we
will look how it is going to find
its way in the market.
Eva 01 020 KN in BV Durf
It’s very hard to see if it will
work because it’s a new form with citizens, housing corporations, market parties and the
government; they are all going
to get into the model.

Pb_4

NDSM hall,Docklands hall and two
slipways are managed by the
Kinetisch Noord

The total of the NDSM site is the BV
Durf terrain.

The participation of the Kinetisch
Noord in the BV Durf is still being
negotiated.

?
?
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Pb_4.2

Kinetisch Noord

The concept of organic growth
is, in the NDSM process used
by literally everyone. It appears
that organic growth by
Kinetisch Noord is the most
radical version.
As it is demonstrated separately, in the next chapter; organic
growth in the view of Kinetisch
Noord equals bottom-up participation, in which people negotiate their space and their architecture against each other.

CONSTANT: inspiration at the NDSM east

Pb_4

Pb_4.3
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XXL syndicate

‘At the end of the 90’s, the City
Administartion Amsterdam Noord
asked four players in the market
to jointly draft an urban development plan for the western part of
the Cornelis Douwes site. The
City Administartion and the XXL
jointly defined a mission ‘ To combine flexible-use real estate into a
coherent work location with
regional attraction, to which residential functions may be added in
time’.
XXL proposes the entire development over the period of 15 years.
A clear block structure and public
spaces by XXL will provide a powerful and legible urban develop-

ment concept, and also required
architectural variation and flexibility. The design aims to be
more than an area of industry. ‘
(((comment: This plan obviously has a very interesting starting point – to make flexible
architecture, that will be initially, filled with businesses
and offices, probably in the
lower price range, that would
gradually, as the whole North
develops, as infrastructure
come to place, as rents are rising, be replaced by high standard loft living – or at least,
this is how it looks on the picture.

So it seams that he main architectural decision made in this
proposal is to ‘make it look like
19th century block, desirable
for lofting’. This is also financially the most promising.
One implication of this image is
also that the decision making
structures in the Amsterdam
North are considered old-fashioned (by the designers of this
plan), it is thought that they
will resort to the good old
image of the 19 th century.)))

XXL syndicate: NDSM west

.
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Elements for the ‘NDSM
planning model'_ key

Pb_

mechanisms of negotiation
'invented' over time

Pb_1

TRRIGERS:_

breaking the deadlock
J.Draaisma, deadlock

Amsterdam Noord local politics
have been characterised by a
struggle between the right/
liberal block, which supports
industrial uses along the IJ
embankments and, the left wing
favouring the residential uses.
The decision to improve the
image of the northern IJ
embankments by introducing
cultural uses marked a crucial
change in the development of
Amsterdam North. Finally left
wing fractions succeeded in
pushing though the current
project developments for third
sector business mixed with
housing in the northern harbour
areas.
Rob 01 001 pat position

Rob: Trajectory of Noord Lonkt!
was actually the first step to
break down the situation of
conflict between the economical
and the housing departments.
The housing department of this
area said it has to be a housing
area and the economy partner
said: 'you are crazy, that is one
of our main sites for of-shore
industry and all kinds of metal
industries'. For years and years
there was kind of conflict over
that.
Milica: And it was also a
political conflict?
Rob: Yes absolutely, especially
political conflict! They couldn't
give each other enough room to
change their positions and that
was a kind of pat position.
Erik 01 005 meeting

And there was a meeting
between three people, Ted
Zwietering - he is the guy who
is running the development of
Amsterdam_Noord, Frank
Bijdendijk - chair of housing
corporation Het Oosten, and
Annemieke was there. They met
and we, Annemieke and me has
said already we have to do
something with Amsterdam-

Noord, it is not on the map.
Rob 01 001 party

Milica: And what was the
event?
Rob: The event was pensioning
of Ab Oskam, who was the
director of the Dienst
Ruimtelijke Ordening, and there
was a kind of party.
Ted 01 001

Ted: Indeed it was at the
party that I met Frank
Bijdendijk and Annemieke
Roobeek and we had a sort
of the discussion. There
started the idea to do that.
So I offered them the
location in fact. After that,
we had of course all kinds of
discussions with the alderman
about it. In the meantime they
formed that group of
developers.
In the beginning there was sort
of the discussion between
developers with Annemieke and
the City Council about "who
owned the initiative", as you can
understand. It was very clear
that discussion was starting at
the point that we were blocked
in developing the area over the
economic affairs, economic
factor. In the structure plan
(Bestemmings plan; note ed.) it
was economic development, not
housing and because of the
discussion with Central City
and the City Council, that was
the start of the discussion. And
we were inventing all sorts of
things to make this discussion
open.
Ted 01 002

Ted: In fact, this whole idea
with Annemieke Roobeek was
not about organic development
but it was about making
coalition with the Chamber of
Commerce and economic affairs
in the City and all kinds of
companies that were already
there. It was about coalition

and not about organic
development. Whole idea
about that started a little bit
later, I think. It was in the
process. Perhaps it is an idea of
Annemieke Roobeek, I don't
know absolutely any more.
We had all kinds of discussions.

(Rob was in those days not on
the project) In those days we
had with Annemieke, Bijdendijk
and Michele, who was also one
of the chairman of one of the
developers; we had all kinds of
discussions. In those

discussions we started the
idea of organic
development, as a way of
starting development
anyhow, anyway, in
making something
happening there. So that's
just a very opportunistic
idea.
Erik 01 007 creating opportunity

Frank Bijdendijk is very
much known for his innovation.
He is the one who pushes a lot
of innovative ideas so from the
housing corporations he is
regarded one of the most
innovative people. And than

the three of them said 'we
need to do something
about the NDSM area, is
there a possibility?' Ted
said - 'well, we might
create an opportunity'.
What happened is that in a
joint activity of myself,
Annemieke and Frank
Bijdendijk, an initiative
group was formed with
several parties in it, that
were a few housing
corporations, the Chamber
of Commerce and the
University of Amsterdam
with STAR. Annemieke
and me developed a
proposal to do an
interactive planning
process for this site to get
out of the deadlock and to
get an opening for creating
a new, special urban site.
That was how it started.
Rob 01 001 mix

Ana: So, it was a private
initiative, idea?
Rob: In a way private, and you
could also say that the people
working for City Administration
said - well we have this conflict
now for 10-15 years and we
have to do something about it

because it is not the benefit of
the city to sit down and do
nothing - we have to make a
new initiative. Those private

partners - corpora-tions took up that challenge and
made the initiative with
Noord Lonkt! They said we don't want to have
longer discussions about
housing or economical
affairs as fillings for that
site; we want to talk about
an integrated, functional
city development. We talk
about housing, economical
functions, we talk about
cultural functions - mix.
Management
processes

Pb_2

Pb_2.1

Noord Lonkt!

Erik 01 008 four phases

We had four different
phases. We made a proposal
for the approach and we offered
it to the city government and to
the politicians. They accepted
the offer and than we had a four
phased approach:

A_Preparatory phase:
B_Democratic dialogue;
C_there is a Partnership
phase and
D_there will be an
Implementation phase.
It was all in 1999, from February
till May, we had an inventory of
all the different stakeholders.
We did an interview round with
all the relevant people related to
the site (politicians, architects,
developers, civil servants,
current users, artists, etc. etc.)
and we found that there was an
opportunity to do something
special with the NDSM site.
Most of the participants wished
to do something and help to
realise it.
Than we designed a phase in
which we invited all the
stakeholders to participate and
create together this vision of
what it should be. We ended up
creating a vision, documenting
it and we offered that document
to the city government of

Urban Catalyst at Amsterdam Noord

Amsterdam-Noord.
They took it further together
with the partners from the
initiative group and they are
currently in the phase of
partnerships where they are
setting up a new type of
development company together.

That is a public-privatepartnership with some
innovative ideas in it to
develop and maintain this
site together.
Than they are going to
implement it. With the Kinetisch
Noord process they already
started implementing a little bit
because the lease of these
buildings terminated during this
phase so they had to do
something.
Summarising the first loop:
there was an initiative taken by
private parties to offer the initial
steps of this development to the
government of AmsterdamNoord and than Annemieke and
me together with a team formed
these two phases and currently
they are setting up the
partnerships.
Milica: This partnership is
called BV Durf. (‘durf’ means
'daring' in Dutch, note ed.)
Erik 01 010 neutral facilitator

Erik: What happened is that at
the end of the 2nd phase, we
ended up in a financial quarrel
with the City Council. They did
not deliver their financial
promises, did not deliver them
in time. That was awkward for
us and made us to decide not to
participate in the following
phase. Now they are setting up
the BV Durf. We very much
support BV Durf, but we have
been hesitant to participate with
them in this phase.
Milica: That's a pity.
Erik: Yes, but it will grow in
time. It caused some delay.

That is that we are - a kind
of neutral facilitator, so we
can speed up this process.
What you can see happening is
that in this phase there is not a
neutral facilitator, so now in

our perception they are
falling back in lengthy

processes and it takes
already a year and a half to
formulate this BV Durf.
But than again, it is a new thing,
so it would have been possible
to do it faster but is it takes
some time to realise it and they
would create something new
that would be very unique.
Ana: How did it happen that
Kinetisch Noord entered the
wharf? And at what point?
Erik: I think it was in October,
on about 2/3 of this project.
There was an issue that the lease
contract would end at the 1st of
January of the people that had
rented the mayor building.
What the city government
wished to do was to have a new
renter, so they set out a
competition.

At his phase to set out a
competition was a little bit
of a political move. These
politicians wanted to have
something of art at the area but
they were not really sure what it
could be.
Ana: Why, do you think, they
thought it should be a cultural
entity. Milica: Was it part of
your advice?
Erik: It was part of our advice,
completely in line with our
advice. You see that in phase
two (pointing at the Noord
Lonkt! booklet, note ed.). we
started out with round table
sessions to create a starting
document. We had sessions with
a large number of people from
all different areas and different
stakeholders where we
developed all kinds of
interesting ideas. Around these
themes we created teams of
different stakeholders, so we
mixed them up, and had them
work on these themes. We had
some specialists working to
resolve problems around
environmental rules, etc.
Than we developed a kind of
plan and we had a meeting
where all the participants came
back to give their input and
agree on what we had created
here which led to an endpresentation. So, by setting it up
in a processes and by involving
all kinds of stakeholders we
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made sure that all the
participants committed
themselves to the outcome.
Erik 01 013

The issue I noticed discussing
with the Urban Catalyst people
is - just because of a financial
issue we have the people
perceive as if there has been a
break of the entire project - and
that is not the case. Annemieke
and me have a strong affection
with this site, and with most of
the people which are active in
this group. From our
perspective we hope that the
plans continue and we will be
very proud of having been part
of that.
Erik 01 018

Erik: We are very much in
favour of the fact that Kinetisch
Noord is doing something. It
could have been done better. But
there is a user and that they are
part of BV Durf is unique.
…
If we take a longer time frame,
let's say we look 6 or 7 years
down the road, you might have
a very lively place there. It is
also very interesting from
research perspective. You can
have similar developments in a
non-crisis situation (in
comparison to Belgrade; note ed.) if you facilitate it.
Eva 02 027

Marc: Do you know Annemieke
Roobeek?
Eva: She made this plan, I think
it's a very thin, with nice
pictures, but it doesn't give you
any grip - and suggested that
we should develop this within
the BV Durf, with all these
beautiful words - experiments,
organic growth, but also
extreme function mix and also
fixed market party.
...
Milica: At what points did you
actually meet?
Eva: In the beginning, there was
this competition and we knew
about the Noord Lonkt! and I
think our plan arrived at the
same time as her plan of Noord
Lonkt! arrived.

this spot?
Eva: Oh - ‘In the end, in

2030 it would be culture,
working and living!'.
The City Council, on their own
merits, decided to run a
competition for the interim
period. 'It's empty, nothing is
happening, what do we do?'
Lets write a competition for
someone who wants to develop
it for 5 years!'.
Then we had a feasibility plan,
we said 'what, 5 years?'…
--In the beginning the City
Council tried to introduce us to
her, she was making a powerpoint presentation. We said: 'we
have our own philosophy. We
are actually the people you are
describing…' but, she is more
top down…

She is one of the people
who are looking at the
subsidies… She thought
we were low culture…

Rob 01 004 two initiatives

We were talking in all kinds of
commissions in the Noord
Lonkt! trajectory and than
Annemieke said - what are you
doing with that Kinetisch
Noord, what is that, does it
compare or connect with our
Noord Lonkt! philosophy or is it
in conflict, what is that for, what
are you doing? We said - well
we think that it is exactly what
we are willing, thinking about in
Noord Lonkt! trajectory and we
are still working to practice it.
… She was very afraid that it
would only be anarchistic
movement spot, squatters place
for 10-20 or 30 years and that it
would be a blockade for Noord
Lonkt! strategy. We said - well,
that is not what we want. Noord
Lonkt! is one initiative,
Kinetisch Noord is another
initiative and what we want is
to make kind of strong start up,
initiation for the development.

Competition for
creative entrepreneurship
Pb_2.2

the NDSM-project on behalf of
the local administration. He
became chairman of a new
department with 20 employees
and acted as the "right hand" of
Ted Zwietering. His job
description included the
development of strategies to
attract culture-oriented
companies to the NSDM-Hall in
order to transform the bad
image of the site into a top
address for further
development.
Contacts to representatives of
the cultural economy and the
directors of the schools of art led
to the proclamation for a
competition with the aim of
finding the best concept for a
cultural use of the hall.
In 1999 the City of Amsterdam
initiated the foundation for
breeding grounds (fonds
broedplaatsen) with 65 Million
Guilder of which 15 Million
were reserved to support the
winner of the NDSMcompetition with investment in
basic infrastructure and
equipment. The hall's roof and
skin (Casco) will be renovated
by the city of Amsterdam
Noord. The money for the
renovation was allocated in
12/01.
The competition was won by the
Kinetisch Noord group run by
two squatters, Eva de Klerk and
Hessel Dokkum, who also acted
as key agents in the whole
process.
In spring 2000 the group
(Kinetisch Noord) was asked to
deliver a more detailed concept
with plans for architectural
interventions, organisational
structure and a business plan for
the following10 years. For this
concept Kinetisch Noord has
collaborated with different
experts such as architects,
financial consultants and experts
for the running of cultural
organisations. The plans were
delivered in summer 2000. In
January 2001 Kinetisch Noord
got a contract for one year with
option for 10 years, provided
that a detailed exploitation plan
is delivered at the end of the
first year.
Eva 01 031 feasibility

Ana: Did she already have an
idea for a cultural program on

J. Draaisma competitions

In 1998 Jaap Draaisma was
appointed project manager for

Eva: Well, to start of with the
(competition) prize - that's only

for temporary development for
5 years, because before they can
ever start any plans here it's was
going to be empty for at least 5,
10, 15 years.
When we won the prize, we
were the only group who was
allowed to do the feasibility
plan. We got a subsidy for this
feasibility plan from the Central
City Government, and the
outcome of this feasibility plan
was 'no way we are going to
invest or even develop anything
in 5 years because it's a waste of
money'.
We went to banks, they laughed
at us… So we said 'it's not going
to work. You need a
commitment for at least 10
years, plus an option for another
10 years, if you want to do any
serious business here'. And it's
so dangerous that you don't
even want a group of people for
5 years here with no money.
Off course, we thought 'ok,
without subsidy, we'll stay here
for 5 years', but the glass is
falling down in the warehouses.
There are 47 holes in the roof,
the windows are not good, it's
really dangerous.
We are really at great risk being
here …
Anyway, we got 10 years now,
and an option for another 10
years, so 20 years, and they are
going to renovate the warehouse
here.
I think they didn't oversee what
they were doing. They thought
'oh, great, Silo was always a
success, and the Vrieshuis; they
can be a success here too, in 5
years'.
But obviously, we emancipated
a little bit, we have a good
Board, because we needed 15
million Guilder, so we needed a
good board of people from high
positions in the City or in
economic affairs… They are
responsible. We also have a sort
of structure with different
foundations, who have a big
responsibility and we are
working for the board to
develop this project, who
doesn't want to take
responsibility for such an unsafe
location.
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Eva 01 040 strong base

Milica: Is there a danger

that they could actually try
to get rid of you in a way?
Eva: Well, they can slow it
down, obviously. But, if
anything would happen
that this project would not
come through, there would
be a war, a press war.
We have the whole support
of all of the cultural
climate here in
Amsterdam, all the
established directors of all
the institutions, they are
on our side. They know
how it is to manage in a
cultural field. It's
completely the opposite
from any other business;
cultural management is
something different. There
is this strong sound in
Amsterdam that we are
lacking vision, and we are
lacking money, you
know…So, I think we do
have a strong appeal here,
and a strong base. Its just,
you know, finalizing
everything and making it
operational.

Starting points
( m i x o f f u n c t i o n s , d e n s i t y,
low and high rents)
Pb_3

Ted 01 003

Milica: How is BV Durf still
beneficial to the idea (to the
development of the NDSM)? Is
it connected with programmatic
idea of extreme mixture of
functions? This site has specific
status, if you look to the left or
to the right.
Ted: Lets say in the

economic powers, or
economic groups they have
the idea of making 100 000
m2 of commercial
building. So, the simple
idea was if we take100 000
we add another 100.000 m2
- we call it extreme mix of
functions. The start was

not more than that; I have
to be very clear.
So it was just a summary of
those 3 functions: 100.000 m2 of
housing, 100.000 of commercial
building and another 60.000 70.000 m2 or whatever of
cultural functions. Annemieke
Roobeek called it 'extreme' -. I
say this is just a program
making the product.
The alderman who was here, he
is not any more, he said 'I

want an extreme density',
so he added another
100.000 m2. That is how it
works, it is not more that that.
Milica: Do you know the reason
why density?
Ted: If you don't make enough
housing on this area and you
don't have enough program to
add functions, it will be an
island, sort of separate
development from the other
parts of Amsterdam Noord. So
he said you have to make
enough housing program that it
can be self-supporting, with
enough functions that can
support housing. For instance
you can make a school with
400.000 m2 or something like
that. Weather this is tue or not I
don't know, I don't think so. But
his argument was that we have
to make enough density in this
area. He also liked high-rise
buildings; especially he was in
favour of high-rise buildings in
this area. I must say we were in
that moment very opportunistic
as civil servants so we said: ok,
lets make 400.000m2.
At this moment we know that
this program will develop, at the
end it will be 300.000 m2, so for
sure less than 400. I am sure that
we don't want to make this
amount of volumes. We want to
diminish it in the end. So we

had a discussion on very
dense program on one
hand and the system of
organic development on
the other hand. We kept
that element of organic
development in this area
because I am sure for us is
the most important thing
to make those ateliers -
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20.000 m2. I was very in
favour of keeping this hall
alive. The alderman already
said - you can better demolish it,
but we said - it will work. This
was the discussion between us,
we said - no we want this
building at the moment, we will
keep it as it is and we will
20.000 m2 ateliers of it and we
will see what happens.

And on that very moment,
the alderman of the other
side, of the Central City
said, I give you 50 million
Guilders, because I have a
problem, I want to support
breeding places and I want
you to make that amount
of ateliers. So, it was a very
humoristic development in
fact.
And all kind of people will say
something different but in the
end it is like this, I am confident
with it. I am completely satisfied
with it. So we are finding our
way between all these political
issues and all kinds of political
discussions and we are trying to
develop it. And that is because
of the fact that the area is so
much part of the political
discussion that nothing
happens. So I thought we better
start sort of the development
and we see what happens. And I
think we are succeeding with it.
Eva 01 026

Marc: How do you feel about
the Master-plan? You can
wonder is it very ambitious, do
they really have a vision behind
this.
Eva: I think North is very much
in need of an ambitious plan, in
a way. It needs a certain
development to keep up with
the rest of Amsterdam.
They are also talking about
certain processes. Organic
growth, being experimental…
Marc: …dynamic planning…
Eva: Also… then also saying
'extreme function mixing'. So

that is quite contradictory.
They say that, and then they
want to give it away to all the
market parties. So who is ever
going to experiment here then,

or come with the new ideas?
So I think it sounds great, but!
You know, most of the people
are very much product oriented
and not process oriented. They
want to have a fixed end view.
So, it think the ' nota van
uitgangspunten' - the starting
points are OK, but the way
they are filling it in is
contradictory.

Implementation
bodies and their
development models
Pb_4

Pb_4.1

BV Durf

look at what it could look like,
as architects or city planners,
but also the people that are
actually going to use it. We said
- the people that are going to be
a part of this process or a part of
this idea of development and
maintenance should be the City,
the landowners, the developers,
the users and all other relevant
stakeholders. Especially, the
users or owners should be part
of it.
Ana: Whom do you consider
users at that point?
Erik: The current users could
become part of that, but it could
also be that once you have
developed something you get
new users. They should also be
a part of the process.
If you talk about organic
growth, the people that were
actually using the space were in
some form in interaction with
each other, that's the way they
organise themselves. It is a

kind of self-organisation.
Now, how do we propose this?
Erik 01 016 in general on BV Durf

Erik: I can describe our ideas of
BV Durf on a general level.
What you often see is that there
are different parties involved in
the development and the
maintenance phase. Often there
is a very well organised
development and than the
maintenance is left to the City;
there is no involvement of the
private parties in the
maintenance.
Over the last five years you see
new concepts coming up like
part management, where private
parties have a role in the
maintenance of an area. The
combination of having one party
involved in both development
and maintenance is one of the
concepts of BV Durf. It is logical
that there is a combination
because if we say that we are
going to have an organic growth
than there will always be
development, and there will
always be maintenance, so they
are more or less the same. They
merge into one process; we
think one party should do both.
If you talk about maintenance or
development, you should not
only have people involved that

We say - you should make
the entire area in a
development/maintenance
company, we call it BV
Durf, an all the key
participants become
shareholder or owner of
BV Durf. So, instead of
buying an apartment in an
area or buying an office, or
hiring an office you
purchase a part of the
company that owns.
--Erik: If you organise the

process between the
different stakeholders
well, and you have a
neutral facilitator that
takes care of all the
interests of people,
organises decision-making
processes and puts in
energy without complex
rules; to keep the formal
processes very much
connected to what you
want to achieve as a
collective - in that case it
can work. You need

inspiring people, leaders,
to get it going; to make the
connections.
Rob 01 010 org. development

Milica: What about the idea

of 'organic development'?
This refers to the process
of negotiation or also to
the physical realisation.
Rob: Yes, that is also in the

physical realisation. We
want to prove during the
development if the things
we are making are
practical - so we are trying
to make new kinds of
buildings, as flexible as
possible, for different
functions. We do all kinds
of research for that. In the
end we are going to make
such buildings and we will
look how it is going to
find its way in the market.
Erik 01 017 Organic Growth

Milica: Is there a danger that
this wharf is going to look like
an enclave in it's environment.
Erik: That is still to be seen.

What might be interesting
from a research perspective
is that there are different
forms of organic growth.
You can have changing
functions all the time,
living, working etc., but
you can also say - if we
have this area, we start
with changing this, and
next we'll develop this,
and gradually we'll
develop that… There's also
organic growth in the
sense that the function of a
part will change all the
time. It is how one sees
this organic growth.
Milica: What is the difference
between what you suggested
and what is actually happened?
Erik: That remains to be seen
actually.

Rob 01 005

Rob: BV Durf was an idea in the
Noord Lonkt! trajectory. Our
idea was to start with BV Durf
after we have made an 'nota van
uitgangspunten', because than we
had some struggles with
financing of the ideas of
Kinetisch Noord and we
thought what are the
possibilities to solve those
problems.

Ted and I thought that if
we start with BV Durf
earlier perhaps we can use
BV Durf as financier for
Kinetisch Noord problems.
That was before the
'Breeding fond' was there.
After that there were those
15 million Guilder from
the Fond and that was
kind of pleasant surprise
from Heaven. We didn't
know that they were
making such a proposals
in the city. And our
thought about that was if
we start earlier with BV
Durf than perhaps private
partners and housing
corporations as partners in
BV Durf can bring in the
money that we need for
Kinetisch Noord.
Milica: So that would be before
the actual physical plan is
made?
Rob: Yes, and before the starting
point of the 'Breeding fond'.
Than one good day the Breeding
Fond was on the table, and we
said - shall we stop now with
BV Durf and wait until we have
plan, or shall we continue, as we
are talking already for half a
year with each other and we got
some ideas together about
founding of the development
company. We thought that it is
perhaps good to continue our
talks to search if it is possible in
financial, juridical and in
programmatic way. That is
exactly what we are doing now
together.
Rob 01 007 organizational

Ana: You should also have a
trust in this process.
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So, we started together with
housing corporations all kinds

of talks about that and we do
that on two levels. There is a
direction level - that is Ted from
City Administration Noord and
directors of housing
corporations, and we have three
kinds of process managers from
corporations and one from City
Administration - that is me.
Rob 01 013

Ana: Is there already some idea
what amount of land would
partners that are in BV Durf get,
or that is not at all the way?
Rob: No, that is not at all the
way. The only thing we
discussed is the way of
participation in BV Durf, so not
the position on the ground
because we don't want to give
them the position. There is only
one organization and that is BV
Durf - company and that
company has a task to develop
this area in a rentable way. It

could be that some parts of
that are going to be
developed by another
developer that don't
belong to BV Durf,
because if that developer
pays the highest price for a
part it's an obligation of
BV Durf to make a deal
with him. It is also
possible that 'Het Oosten',
as partner in BV Durf is
one of the developers of
the site here and than they
are customer of BV Durf so with one leg they are
standing in BV Durf and
with the other leg they are
perhaps a developer of one
of the sub-projects.
The same you could say for the
public space in this area. We

make public space here as
BV Durf and some organisation has to maintain it,
to be responsible for it. BV
Durf is not exploitation
firm, but development
firm. Of course during that
development period they
have to maintain the area,
but that is kind of temporary maintain. If BV Durf
is ready with its development of public space of a
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building than they can sell
it or hire it to insurance
company or company that
wants to invest in this
area.
Eva 01 020 KN in BV Durf

It's very hard to see if it
will work because it's a
new form - with citizens,
housing corporations,
market parties and the
government; they are all
going to get into the
model. I'm very curious. I
would like this experiment, but
still I'm scared…
Milica: Kinetisch Noord is also a
part of this structure. How does
it work? Is it a kind of debate
group?
Eva: The BV Durf its called, but
'BV Durf In Oprichting', which
means it's not existing but it
could be, it's 'in progress'.
How does it work? In the
beginning obviously we just
stood against each other They
want to make money, we want
to have social profit. So, it
bounces.
…And now suddenly they think
'the only group that has a
guaranty to stay here for the
next 20 years is Kinetisch
Noord, so now they're very nice
suddenly. We also managed to
get our finances, on our own,
obviously with subsidy, but still
we managed to arrange our
finances.
Pb_4.2

Kinetisch Noord

redeveloped according to
different plans. How do you feel
about that?
Eva: In a way I feel sorry about
that, because I already had a lot
of experience with areas that are
being fully built. Like if you go
to Java-island…I really question
the (quality), if it's pleasant to
live there, since it's very much
about living.
Obviously here, they have a
different approach - working
and living, combining it. You
can imagine, I'm talking from
my own needs. I feel that
Amsterdam would benefit from
a little art village. And leave it
free, that the City
Administration or any other
don't interfere too much. Just

let it go by itself, because
then it could be bigger
success that anything else.
Just leave this area and let
the people develop it
themselves completely, let
them go into this
experiment together. I
think that would be a great
challenge. Really let a
certain area go. It's like in
your garden; you go to
garden center and you buy
all these plants, but what
is really interesting is if
you just get everything out
and just leave the sand and
see what comes up,
because all the plants come
from long voyages.
Suddenly all different
sorts of plants come up
which you didn't know.
Eva 01 005 organic growth

Eva 01 019 organic growth

Milica: The story is that you
will keep the wharf, the
building, but almost all the
space around it will be

We say that there are
certain structures that exist
in a city - there are people
and there are buildings.
How to let it grow in an
organic way, in a natural
way? That could happen as
a very logical development
of 'urban residual areas'.
It's the same policy that
you see all over the world;
the cycles… regeneration…

.
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This chapter describes NDSM wharf in a simp l e a n d f a c t o g r a p h i c w a y - a s a n u r b a n - a rc h i tectural brief, given by the client Kinetisch
N o o rd .
P ro g r a m m a t i c a n d s p a t i a l p o t e n t i a l s o f t h e
N D S M w h a r f a re s h o w n t h ro u g h n e e d s a n d
i n t e n t i o n s o f t h e K i n e t i s c h N o o rd .
This brief is not only spatial, but also includes
very specific demand for open-endedness,
a rc h i t e c t u re t h a t i s f l e x i b l e a n d c a n g ro w o v e r
time.
The 'brief' includes 3 parts:
The first describes the 'layout of the hall' as it
i s p l a n n e d s o f a r.
T h e s e c o n d g o e s i n t o p ro g r a m m i n g - f l u c t u a tion of events and audience in the wharf.
T h e t h i rd o n e p re s e n t s a c o n c e p t u a l f r a m e CASCO - social theory being translated (by
t h e K i n e t i s c h N o o rd ) i n t o a b u i l d i n g p r a c t i c e
in which achieving a changeable, 'organic'
space is a paramount.

Use of the Hall

Programs

CASCO philosophy

structure: building CASCO and fixing CASCO

1
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Eva 02 005 plans
We are going to have Warehouse
divided in three zones: one is for
events and youth activities -the
Skate park and rehearsal cellar, but
also space for movies, theatre and
music. There will be a square,
restaurant and tower where you
can have space for exhibitions and
information about the project. But
all rough - we want to have it spacious, that you have a feeling you
can climb up and get lost.
Eva 02 007
Indoor Skate park, youth facilities there is nothing for kids here in
Amsterdam. It is a gift, so it would
be stupid to put all our money into
it and go bankrupt. I think for this
we should be really supported by
the government, and it is a public
space.
Eva 02 008
That is the potential of this part, it
is so extremely interesting. Actually
it should be one big experimental
place where these things can happen.
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Warehouse divided in three zones:

events and youth activities -the
Skate park and rehearsal cellar, but
also space for movies, theatre and
music.
There will be a square, restaurant
and tower where you can have
space for exhibitions and information about the project. But all rough
- we want to have it spacious, that
you have a feeling you can climb
up and get lost.

Art village - ‘free lots’ concept
where ‘inhabitant’ can construct
his.her own working space at a
chosen lot

097

programs weekly
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‘CASCO’ – the city as a hull
The ‘casco’ or hull philosophy initially started
as a way to make the industrialisation and
change-of-use of buildings far easier. If you
provide a skeleton and the user can decide on
the elements to be built in, a far more flexible
system of design, use and maintenance of a
building would be born.
The casco philosophy extended to the scale of
the city – and city planning. Here, it stands
for an approach in which the cities itself (and
it premises) are taken as a skeleton which hosts a large number of
exchangeable elements. Users would be able to define their surrounding (being an infill of such a hull, or, in more recent terms,
a plugin). Ultimately, this also calls for paying more respect to
the existing premises in a city – to see them as part of a cultural
and social commodity, not just as a short-life economic commodity.
In Amsterdam, representatives of housing corporations, investors,
experts and members of the Guild strived for the introduction of
this idea into the city’s planning policy. Their 2nd extended manifesto was published in 1997 under the title De Stad als Casco. With
this they claimed an alternative to the existing urban planning
policies. It is important to understand that, in this way, the
Guild moved forward from its role as a squatters’ collective to
becoming a partner in urban policies.
The Guild explains it like this: “The alternative city-developmenttheory ‘Stad als Casco’ (‘City as a Hull’) explains a town-planning
strategy in which the focus lies on city-development from underneath, the user himself. They from the basis for urban development.
The main objective is to gain as much as possible in social terms
and social profits in order to ensure a lively and industrious city
where people are responsible for the built environment. In this way
they are no longer anonymous and will gain a sense of self-esteem.
Thus the manifesto ‘Stad als Casco’ promotes the provision of basic
structures where people can develop their own activities and manage
themselves. The basic elements of this urban economy are production, trade, consumption and culture. A blending of various activities produces favourable conditions for economic cross-fertilisation and social cohesion.
First and foremost, everything is based on the value of what
already exists: the built environment and the people who use it.
But change is also valued: in terms of development, the emphasis is
on a constant process of making new connections rather than on a
final product. Hence a building, a street or a city is never finished. It’s up to the town-planners and the architects to define
structures and to the users to determine their contents.
The co-operative segments of a so-called ‘hull-building’ is financing and developing the carrying-structure, distributing the public
utilities and it can also be the collective support-facilities,
right of say and management of the surrounding area. As to say, in
this theory the emphasis not only lies on the building structure,
but als on all sorts of collective agreements.
As a matter of speech the housing corporation is re-invented but
thus on a scale of one building. This is in fact how some of the
Guild buildings in Amsterdam manage to function. The credo is: “to
earn money in the building and not to speculate with it” . The
building is an instrument and not a good of luxury.” (source: the IJ

Industrial Buildings Guild)
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Construction Workshop

NDSM

building

## work sh op ##
Diary 22.04.02 – NDSM
Construction workshop at Kinetisch Noord
Today’s meeting starts with an inspiration tour in the grand hall of NDSM, a tour which immediately reminds
me of the size of the hall - in the beginning I miss the group completely and have to use my cellular phone
to locate them somewhere across the space.
At the workshop are two participants of KN (Minne Belger, from the LEF cluster and Vincent Michels from
Circus Lab cluster), Philip who describes himself as an architecture coach and the manager of the building
division of KN, Willem Zaat. This makes it two users and two advisors - with an observer added (me), it gives
a slightly off-balanced feeling. They introduce themselves.
The architecture coach explains he is a helper to guide the process – ‘a teacher to help to envisage’. His
somewhat soft and delicate approach makes him to contrast quite a bit with the rough surrounding of the
wharf.
Minne Belger, who describes himself as an impudent
entrepreneur (brutal ondernemer), is starting a company
called 'human plugins' - a BV of his own. He is restless; his
plans are already for a long-time finished. He wants to make
a castle of sea-containers to house on a few hundred m2
four companies. The architectural drawings are plotted. He
just needs some hundreds of thousands of Euros investment
and the spatial plan of NDSM defined, to get going and
deliver the request for his building permission at the local
authorities.
In contradiction to Minne, circus guy Vincent is more
concerned about the overall identity of the building. He
explains a need for order and calmness in the fill-in of the
plan. A few instances later he'll declare to have a strong
feeling for a top-down approach in deciding a total 'view'. It
will make him clash with the bottom-up ideas, which are
generally defining Kinetisch Noord’s development.
On the occasion of this meeting, and the next two
workshops, the spatial components for the Master plan have
to evolve. Immediately it is clear that the two users and the
architect each have a different view on the approach to be
given to the spatial task. Minne wants to start, the architect
wants to talk about the spatial experience and expression
('cathedral, 'Cordoba', etc.) and the circus guy asks for a
macro-vision - like the theme of an expo. He refers to the
Expo 2000. These standpoints will hardly change.

plan Minne Belger - 1s t version

The Vincent persistently comes back to the need for a macro-vision, as a way to identify but at the same
moment regulate the possibilities of form(al) language, structure, colour - no chaos of popping-up ideas as he
tells. The theme would have to be 'haven en water', possibly with regional accents for the clusters like North
America, arctic, etc. Minne on the other hand wants to talk about a creative brief - "in advertisement we do
this always" while the coach tries to get back to the interior plan. Willem exercises respectable patience.
In the previous meeting the group had put two spatial models next to another; Constants'' New Babylon and
the schakelen en stapelen (connect and pile-up) model. The one as an organic approach, the other as what
they describe as a more classical approach. Intuitively, enthusiasm had been raised for the Constant model.
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Now, in the afternoon, more users join the discussion: Bob Bakhuisen of the Cluster Kollectiv, Maurits de Wolff
of the Cluster Y-slipway, Marco Mooren of the Cluster Mugezond, Robert of the Cluster Lef and Rienke
Enghardt of the Cluster Hope Box.

>> Guide line s
<!-- memo
from 1st workshop
FREE LOTS
- as high as desired
- general rules for constructions
- neighbours have shared walls
FRAMEWORK
- minimal 3 meter
- span (wood) maximally 3,6 meters
GENERAL RULES
(safety, usability, health)
- sound
- smell
- dust
- chemical waste
-->

Slowly the discussion with this group turns from image back to space. The coach tries to push the group to
play with the model ("knutselen" he calls it, "expressief maken"). Willem is listening patiently to the various
inputs.
The architect, getting impatient in the end, confesses he has been playing for the whole weekend already
and gets really enthusiastic when he starts to draw on the 1/200 ground plan of the hall. The main intervention, he proposes, is a diagonal route through the building - but it is important it does not touch the cathedral
in the back - we should not see the 'secret' immediately. He adds an 'urban balcony', an 'orangerie' and
insists to keep the cathedral empty.
He has found a way how to get from the deadlock of the two opposing models: schakelen and stapelen will
be on the floor, up to a height of 8 meters, and Constant will be in-between the constructive arcs - and pop
out of the building as a urban balcony. In the afternoon, already a basic street plan for the hall had been
developed.
In the next meetings they’ll try to get this unusual combination going – in a way even Constant would never
have dreamed about.
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NDSM site programmatic, spatial
potentials and CASCO
philosophy
Pc_

NDSM wharf by
Kinetisch Noord
Pc_1

Eva 02 005 plans

We are going to have
Warehouse divided in
three zones: one is for
events and youth activities
-the Skate park and
rehearsal cellar, but also
space for movies, theatre
and music. There will be a
square, restaurant and
tower where you can have
space for exhibitions and
information about the
project. But all rough - we
want to have it spacious,
that you have a feeling you
can climb up and get lost.

government, and it is a
public space.
--Marc: You thought- to develop
in the first year 20.000 m2?
Eva: For first three years we
made an operational plan and
according to that we can build
22.000 m2 in the next three
years.
Eva 02 030 NDSM wharf

Milica: There is going to be a
ferry from the Central Station.
Are you afraid?
Eva: Oh, we are already
preparing ourselves for the
extreme boost of people wanting
to work here because it's opened
up. …
But, we are very pleased with
it….I think it's excellent, but we
should also be aware of the
dynamics, and the safety.
Ana: How open would the
Wharf be?

Eva 02 007

If we can work out these plans
they will be financed, we
already have finance from the
Youth Policy of the City Centre the man called Paul Nooten; he
is older man, but with great
visions; he is helping us with
getting it.

…(ha, ha, ha)…
Eva: …interesting, he…
Milica: In fact you become
surprised about what people
want and what kinds of needs
are there in the city.
Its also becomes interesting,
because, if you follow
mainstream architecture and
planning you never come up
with these kind of ideas…
Eva: Brilliant, isn't it. That is the
potential of this part, it is so
extremely interesting. Actually it
should be one big experimental
place where these things can
happen.
Pc_2

Programs

Pc_3

CASCO philosophy

Eva: All the time…It would be
great for our Horeca. It all
depends - if they don't have
money for the infrastructure, the
gate will be closed. We should
see if we can now get our Board
in touch with the new Board at
the City Council and say 'Now!
Lets just do it!'.
I think for a group like us, we
are quite professional, becoming
quite good in our way, and quite
realistic apart from the planning
obviously, because it's slowed
down by the whole bureaucratic
system.

Eva 01 018 CASCO philosophy

Eva 02 030 NDSM wharf

Marc: When was Stad als Casco
done? Before you came?

Milica: A really great feature of
this wharf at the moment is that
you can drive in with a car.
Eva 02 008

Indoor Skate park, youth
facilities - there is nothing
for kids here in
Amsterdam. It is a gift, so
it would be stupid to put
all our money into it and
go bankrupt. I think for
this we should be really
supported by the

that will come up - like 'yes, and
then one day the Buddhists also
came' …

Eva: They want to have a
floating, Buddhist Death
ceremony thing, on the water.
It is a Buddhist group who is
getting quite well financed. It's
not our target group, but still, it
is an interesting idea. Why not?
Why not have this sort of
melting pot of all of different
cultures?
Milica: This is exactly what I
was asking; what I was hoping

Eva: In 1997. It's where
Kinetisch Noord comes from the IJ Guild, the organization of
24 squats.
What I really like is all the
theories about developing a city.
Other people are more with
logistic approach.
I love architecture, and we are
very much into social
architecture. This book we wrote
is an alternative development
model for a city, a development
plan. It ends with 'Now we are
going to a space for this
experiment.' We feel that this is
the place where we can

experiment on this. We don't
know if it works, but we do
want to try. So, we say we're
going to try and do it for at least
3 or 4 years and see how it goes.
You should be able to do it
differently if it doesn't work
because the city always changes,
people and attitudes change.
You cannot say 'We are going to
do this for the rest of our lives
like that', you should be very
open to what the outcome is.

around it, you can give it all
kinds of shapes. We are thinking
of hanging some up, not from
the ground. This is some simple
way of giving this space
structure.

So, obviously, we did write a
plan for this area, which we feel
is too planned already, but we
needed to break through and
win.

Eva 02 023 fixing CASCO

Eva 01 029 CASCO philosophy

You always need an
incubation time - my
experience is at least 3 years, to
set, to make it sort of stable.
People walk off, come, you
know, it changes in the
beginning. Because you have to
really talk about how you're
going to deal with this. Because
the whole Casco philosophy we
believe in, is not only on
building structures, but also on
social structures.
How you deal with certain
things together.
Pc_4

Structure_

building and fixing CASCO
Eva 02 007 'building CASCO'

Eva: There are now 15 clusters
designing their space. Most of
them want to have a framework
that we can finance but some
want to have free lots, they want
to do it all themselves.
In the building group people are
talking about consequences of
this, about finances and how we
can maybe give them certain
amount of money, so they are
free to make it themselves. It is
interesting - that came during
the process; we never thought
that this would happen. It is
mostly going to be framework
(CASCO; note ed.), but people
add to it, they finish it.
The framework would be very
simple, very strong, very robust,
that you can hit, that it can
stand, and in which you can
always change. It can have big
units, small units, people can go
outside, you can build a dress

Urban Catalyst at Amsterdam Noord

Milica: What is the size?
Eva: It is of wood, and this cube
of 3x3 small cubes is 12 by 12
meters - so 4x4 meters, and you
can change all the time.

Marc: What happens with the
roof? Last week you had a
visit…
Eva: They are going to try and
fix it. Still they're negotiating
'shall we fix it not, or shall we
wait till the big renovation
starts?', but the big renovation
can maybe take another 2 years,
so we're saying 'no, no!', because
they were promising November.
They don't do it, they don't keep
their promises, it was supposed
to be all fixed!
Marc: Why do you think they
have the difficulty in keeping up
with that?
Eva: They don't have one person
deciding and giving assignment.
I think there's just too many
people involved.
I find it very strange. Everybody
want this, everybody is very
enthusiastic, everywhere…
What are we talking about? 2
million guilders just to facilitate
the group which is so necessary
for your the city.
…
Also with the 15 million from
the Breeding places fond. Their
story is that every square meter
needs 1500 gulders subsidy. So,
that means that we need at lest
28 million guilders if you want
to be serious - and that is just
basic. It's just for the
infrastructure, it's for the
facilities, it's for the
circumstances, it's not for our
life, that's our investment - our
life and our work and finishing
the whole thing.

Pd _

Pd_

Current section through
the process.tmp
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The following section gives an insight to issues which are
currently at stake at the NDSM/Cornelis Douwes site.
From large to smaller scale conflicts, here are the points
that need immediate intervention.
All the issues presented are a potential - as none of them
is fixed yet, there are possibilities open for shifting the
course of entire process.
On the other hand, since the whole NDSM process is very
unique and very new, this section presents a small catalogue of experience - a typical breaking points that can
arise in possible future projects involving temporary uses.
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There are limited possibilities
for the Municipality, but also for
corporations. The Dutch laws
are not that flexible, as we want
them to be.
So we, as responsible for community, have to respect some
rules in our participation as a
public organisation in a private
company.
That is the same for housing
corporations, they are not
allowed to participate in projects that have nothing to do
with social housing.
Rob 01 011 BV Durf future 02

Pd_

Pd_

current section through
the process >
01 site capacity
The ambitious idea of extreme functions and densities on the site now
focus on a discussion for either 300
000 m2 or 500 000m2 to be developed at the NDSM wharf as a
whole. Density studies are being
made to focus the discussion the
amount of m2.

02 future of BV Durf
Legal aspects are defining the bandwidth of Bv Durf – the
juridical/financial construction and
the role of public organisations in a
private company like BV Durf. For
some aspects, these public organisations are moving further on the
market than the law would actually
them allow.

03 rent ability

Being a company, BV Durf features
an overall rent ability and a program that gives rent ability for
other partners - up to 9 or 10%
rent ability – whereas the City does
not have any need for rent ability,
or might even not have any legal
possibilities to gain any financial
profit. This influences the businessplan.

04 position of Kinetisch Noord

in BV Durf
Is Kinetisch Noord an enclave or a
normal element of the surrounding? Being part of Bv Durf means
for Kinetisch Noord to have only
5% of the stakes, which puts it in a
position in which it is very dependent on the other partners.

05 financial position Kinetisch
Noord
Issues concerning feasibility / rent

ability / finances and responsibilities
for the development, as well as the
speed of getting money from the
City Administartion (slowing down)
have their impact on the process.
According to Kinetisch Noord, 15
million euro is not enough, 28 million is a minimum. Another issue
concerns the uncertainty about
return of VAT, which literally would
make a difference of a few million
euro.

06 obligations towards the City
Administartion Noord
What is the amount of m2 realised
per year and what news will the
business plan of Kinetisch Noord
bring.
07 communication between

Kinetisch Noord and City
Administartion Noord
The obligation to adapt to the city
structure and bureaucracy makes
Kinetisch Noord to change their
way of dealing. But, in fact they
feel that they should be understood
from a different perspective; dealing
with things in a different way. This
does position hardly speeds up
communication.

08 refusal of an environmental

sanitation plan at the terrain of
Kinetisch Noord
Kinetisch Noord claims that a good
sanitation plan for the area is being
neglected, due to the investment of
1.2 million euro it would cost.
Defining the area as polluted however, would dramatically complicate
the development.

09 current building problems

in the city district, different organi-

sations are responsible for the
development of the plan NDSM
area and the maintenance of the
hall. This leads to long trajectories,
for instance where the immediate
maintenance of the hall is concerned. Who is responsible, who
will pay for it? The final contract
with Kinetisch Noord is not yet
made.
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Current section
through the process_

Milica: What is the next step in
BV Durf?

Rob 01 008 site capacity 01

Rob: Nota is the programming,
that is our input to BV Durf.
Than we started research
together with our partners financial and juridical
principles, how could we make
such a PPS (Public-Private Cooperation), what is legal.

Pd_

Current negotiations _ need
for immediate propositions

What we wrote as City Council
in 'Nota van uitgangspunten'
was that we want to create here
mix-functions area with 500 000
m2- in global 50% housing, 50%
working functions. All that in a
kind of a flexible framework,
using the halls, using the ramps
and on several rent levels.
That is why we asked Riens
Dijkstra to give us some help to
think about the framework what is possible and what is not.

He was very optimistic
about those 500 000m2, we
are very pessimistic. We
studied it and it gives us idea
that it is too much if you want
to keep kind of characteristic in
this area that we want to have in
the end.
If you want to respect the halls
and perhaps some other small
halls than there is not so much
space left. That is what we are
looking for, is it possible to
make such a program and that
has to do with what is financial
result of the development of this
area.
So we are looking for what are
financial conditions to develop
it and one of uitgangspunten for
us and for Kinetisch Noord is to
give a continual low-budget
place for artists and all kinds of
breeding place functions.
In the last direction meeting,
Frank Bijdendijk, director of
'Het Oosten' said it is hell of a
job to get this area rent able
because we have such a large
scale problems to solve poisoned soils and all kinds of
other problems - we have doubt
about the possibility to keep this
whole area in the low-budget
level. So, Kinetisch Noord as
partner in whole BV Durf might
have to contribute to rentability
of this whole area in such a way
that 1/3 or 1/4 of the hall has to
be in exploitation on a higher
level than the low budget.
It is also task of Kinetisch Noord
to save at least substantial part
of the hall and the whole area in
the law budget area.
Rob 01 011 BV Durf future 02

There are limited
possibilities for City
Council but also for
corporations, the Dutch
laws are not that flexible,
as we want them to be. So
we, as responsible- for
community, have to respect
some rules in our
participation as public
organisation in private
company. That is the same
for housing corporations
that have task in developing social housing
projects, they are not
allowed to participate in
projects that have nothing
to do with social housing.
So, we have to search what is
our position in that PPS
construction and that is where
we are at this moment.
We are busy with making kind
of business plan for that
company, which is what we are
doing right now. In the team BV
Durf and in the direction
steering comity we have an end
date, before this summer we
have to present our concept
business plan. On the base of
that plan the Steering Comity
and also the responsible
directors of housing companies
and City Council have to decide
is this the way we want to do it
and we can do it.

Than there are two
possibilities: possible or
not, allowed or not.
And if it is not than we have to
make kind of traditional
planning system but as I hope
that in both models there is a
place for Kinetic North and
breeding places and so on. If the
conclusion is that the way of an
development via a development
company is not possible in the
way we wanted to do than we
have to do it on the other way
but also in a sympathise way.

The development can be
actually the same but with a
different kind of organisation. In
a traditional way of organising,
but the development of the site
could have the same idea of an
organic, flexible growth.
Rob 01 015 rentability 03

Milica: What is the content of
the business plan that you are
making in BV Durf? What kind
of information you have to
negotiate about? You are not
negotiating physical aspects,
like there will be building here
and here and here. So this is out,
but I am curious what is going
to be fixed in this proposition?
Rob: We have to make an
agreement about several things,
for instance the way and the
program that we want to realise
here; not only in m2 but also in
terms of different functions, and
different levels of rent ability.

We as City Council don't
have to make any profit
but when we can finish
with neutral exploitation
than it is good for us.
Kinetisch Noord's
obligation is - to continue
with their space in the
low-budget.
The housing corporations
have an obligation - they
want to develop at least
substantial part of social
housing.
The private partners have
another obligation - they
want to make rent ability
of 9-10%.
Then what we are trying is to
make plan for the exploitation of
the ground and of the real
estate, we want to connect them
and to be responsible as BV
Durf for both exploitations and
that is very special, because
there is always kind of conflict.
When exploitation of the ground
is below 0 than we are trying to
raise it up. On the other side
there is same kind of things
going on and what we are
trying to eliminate is that
conflict.
Eva 02 010 - 04

Milica: You are now in this
coalition, this BV Durf and in a

way and it's all going to be here,
around. It would be such a pity
if this in the end becomes like
an island of experiment, an
enclave, in this kind of
anonymous new development,
really, without any special
character or idea. Would it be
possible to emit some influence
on them, because they are
mainly interested to develop
housing. Maybe here can be a
slightly more experimental way,
just because they can use this
energy from you in a way; and
there would be a lot of people
interested in this. We spoke with
your process Manager, Fred
stammers… and he said a really
ice thing: 'If Kinetic North is

going to work in a nice
way, I would be the first to
buy a house next door'.
Eva: yes, yes
Milica: …and the develo-

pers should be aware of
this.
Eva: That is a very interesting
starting point, but in reality it's
very complex because - how do
you get these market parties
with housing corporations
actually in this commitment. For
us, it's so demanding, that we
first have to develop our thing
in the next 10 years and also to
start participating in this bigger
coalition without really
overseeing the consequences. I
find it really extremely difficult.
And now, we have a sort of
choice like - 'be an enclave' and
just do our own thing or 'be part
of this whole thing', but that
means that they can also
influence our concept. Don't

forget that we only have 5
% of the say. It means that,
even in a very stupid,
narrow-minded analysis they have 95% influence, if
we are a part of the
coalition. That's quite
scary. How can you protect
your own concept? Because I
think it's going to be fucked up
if they're going to influence it,
too. If they are going to say 'no,
you cant do this you cant do
that with your program, the rent
has to go up in 10 years…'… It
will completely change…
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But, on the other hand it is
an excellent idea to be one
of the 'people' who's going
to influence what's going
to happen outside and try
to inspire each other. But I
don't see it working. Because
what happens now in the teams
that are brainstorming about it they hire people from
organization company…
Eva 01 030 - 05

Marc: They have a few powerful
tools; they give the budgets to
you for instance in parts. In that
way they can trigger some kind
of power even…
Eva: Well, they do, and that's
very difficult because we have
managed to get subsidy from
the central City Council but it
has to go through the Council
North, and every 3 months we
have to ask 'give me this much'.
That doesn't work.
…They promised to fix it…the
maintenance is so bad. So, it
doesn't work! If you want to
make it success and you want to
make money, you need at least a
budget to start up with. Now
what we did, we fill it up with
people to get money to pay at
least for the project organization
and we are programming it, but
actually, it's so unsafe that if
tomorrow we have people from
the City Council coming and
they see what the state is, we
actually all have to go out.
The way they think in the City
Council is: 'Well, so what? They
don't have to pay rent, so why
do you need money?'. We want
to have this concept worked
out…
Ted 01 005 06

Milica: Could you briefly
evaluate how cooperation with
Kinetisch Noord is going on at
the moment. As we understood
for them is not exactly clear how
is City Administration steering
this process onwards.
Ted: They have to make sort of
plan and their plan is not strong
at this moment. So, they have to
work on, so what we did is that
we had a sort of process
decision - the alderman made

decision two weeks ago that we
go on with them and that we are
going to invest some 5 million
euro in the Casco of the whole.
Discussions were about
responsibilities in developing:
responsibilities are divided
between them and us. And in
the end we said we will invest
those 4,5 guilders than you have
sort of covered urban space, as
we call that, and than you can
start building your ateliers or
building your whatever. And
than there is a lot of money, 15
million guilders or 7 million
euro left for making those
ateliers.
And the fact that we kept the
hall and that we stayed owner
of the hall, invested ourselves
in the hall and that we saw that
we could rent a hall to them for
a very low rent, that whole idea
was not so simple. During the
first year we had all sorts of
discussions how could it work
and their opinion was that they
should own the hall and that
they should also invest in the
hall. But they didn't have
enough of the money, those 15
million guilders of subsidy
seams a lot of money - but it is
nothing. Their idea of what

things would cost, and
how to invest your money
is developing. They have
to learn and we have to
give them some time. And
one year ago their
organisation was very
anarchistic and not very
strong. I think we give
them time enough to
develop organization and
take time to make those
plans. And I think we are
not in a hurry. For July they
have to make definitive plans.
Fred 01 012 - 06

Fred: One question that was
open in December is how many
m2 do you realise exactly per
year for what amounts of
money. Because it gives two
kinds of answers - what is in the
end the amount of square
meters that you deliver and the
second one what is the need for
money per year given this
realisation of m2.
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Milica: I can imagine that it is
really difficult for Kinetisch
Noord to be so precise.
Fred: Yes, and they say
'everything is already in the
book, in the reports'. And I say
'yes, ok, I agree with that. When
you put page this and this from
this report and page that from
that rapport, I can look it up and
I can draw some conclusion'.
But, I want you to draw the
conclusions, because if you
don't draw the conclusions
everybody can draw their own
conclusions.

And I know why, of course
I know why - because a lot
of clusters have no idea
when are they going to be
realised, where are they
going to be realised, is it a
free lot or organised
cluster, of course. But you
have to give subsidy giver
and also City Council
Amsterdam Noord, who is
contract giver, you have to
give them loudly clear,
black on white - so many
square meters, for so many
millions of guilders. This
can be on half a page, but you
need to give it. Easy question,
but at the same moment the
most difficult question, because
that's conclusion of your whole
paper work.
The other very important
question is do you get return of
the VAT, because that is 23
millions of guilders something
like 4 million, so that means if
you don't get VAT back that
means that 2-3 clusters can't be
realised at all or you need extra
financing. It is 19% of the total
amount that you can spend,
which is not small amount of
money.
Eva 01 035 - 07

with? We are now working
with a building specialist
who is giving an
assignment to look at the
building, in what shape it
is, but also the City
Council is doing this, so
it's double.
Marc: they are the owner of the
building probably…
Eva: Yes, but sill it does go
somewhere to the City Council.
It's strange how they
communicate in different
groups, but they do have a
working group 'Kinetisch
Noord' there.
Marc: And who are in that?
Eva: They are all the heads of
the different departments
participating in that, but for us
it's very unclear how the
structure works and if they do
communicate. Because, they are
lawyers, or something different
that people who have to give
permissions, so we are like
'what's the answer now?'. What
we did was to make everything
visible…
Fred 01 013 - 07

Milica: How would it be
possible that City Administration
tries to assist Kinetisch Noord in
some things that they are simply
not doing well. So for instance,
they could provide legal
consultancy, advisors, etc?
Fred: But they already get a lot
of support, they have their own
advisors that they hire. Eva and
Hay are not doing everything,
they have rapports worked out
by other people, for instance the
guy Willem Zaad and the
architects. They already got
until now something like a
million guilders for rapports
and developing their ideas.

Marc: With whom are you

dealing with in the local
government?
Eva: With a lot of people,

it's horrible… they need in
the City Council to make a
clear communication
structure. Who do we deal

Eva 02 019 - 08

Eva: For instance, we were
complaining about the
pollution. The City
Administration was like 'ooh,
don't worry about the pollution,
but we did make a point'. What
happened is that they were
going to put infrastructure into
the ground for the warehouse,

but they forgot the sanitation
plan, because if you go into the
ground, you have to replace
it…They didn't want to do that,
they just wanted to put it into
the ground…We said 'hey, it's
dirty, we have children
here'…They don't have budget
for these sort of things…You
know, it's so difficult.
According to the rules, you need
a pollution plan, but they didn't
estimate it in their budget, so
that's why it's not going to
happen.

.
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Urban genetics at
NDSM site.tmp
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This chapter presents and initial setup of the urban
genetics engine - an abstract tool for studying urban
processes that are not running linearly, but poses a degree
of complexity and dynamism, transformation over time.
The engine is conceived as an abstract 3d environment in
which domains of individual actors and institutions can be
defined by 3 coordinates - 'transformation parameters':
1_created organizational system positioned anywhere
between the 'top-down' and 'bottom-up' extremes.
2_scale of economy - seen to be in permanent motion
between 'big' and 'small'. Together with sheer scale,
notions of 'big' and 'small' are connected with degrees of
flexibility or obsoleteness - ability of an actor to produce
innovation.
3_political position - leftist of rightist - is not of a primary
interest, but serves here as a background, a reflection of
the mainstream decision making routes.
The described way of zooming out from the daily details
of the NDSM and trying to retain the bigger picture of the
process could prove to be a very precise theoretical perspective that would allow every 'actor', such as City
Administartion Noord or Kinetisch Noord, to re-examine
and rethink their policies and actions.
Hopefully, when some more work on the 'engine' is completed, it can be used as a negotiation tool - the one that
will reveal possibilities for new policies and new alliances.
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I find it very difficult to trust
them, because you know that
they can be so powerful. It’s
like a mammoth tanker, and
you’re a bathtub. The only
advantage that we have is that
we can go very fast and they
have to go very slow.
Eva 01 023 big and small
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top-down adj.
1_ Of or relating to a hierarchical structure or process that
progresses from a large, basic
unit to smaller, detailed subunits: a top-down description of
the department's function.
2_ Commanded by or originating from ones having the highest rank.

1

adj.

1. often left of or belonging to
the political or intellectual left.
2. often left
a. The people and groups who
advocate liberal, often radical
measures to effect change in
the established order, especially
in politics, usually to achieve the
equality, freedom, and wellbeing of the common citizens
of a state. Also called left wing.
b. The opinion of those advocating such measures.

top-down ------------------------------- bottom-up

left

small (relating to scale of economy) adj.
small·er, small·est
1. Being below the average in
size or magnitude.
2. Lacking position, influence,
or status; minor.
3. Not fully grown; very young.
4. Lacking force or volume.
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-right adj.
--right·er, right·est
--1. often right
g
a. The people and groups who
bi
advocate the adoption of con-

big (relating to scale of economy) adj.
big·ger, big·gest
1. Of considerable size, number,
quantity, magnitude, or extent;
large.
2.
a. Of great force; strong
b. Obsolete. Of great strength.
3. Mature
4. Having or exercising considerable authority, control, or influence
5. Conspicuous in position,
wealth, or importance; prominent: a big figure in the peace
movement.

servative or reactionary measures, especially in government
and politics. Also called right
wing.
b. The opinion of those advocating such measures.

bottom-up adj.
Progressing from small or subordinate units to a larger or more
important unit, as in an organization.

power agenda_X

social agenda_X

scale of economy_X

.
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left/right; top-down/bottomup; big/small …
Eva 02 006 big, small and
entrepreneurs

Event space is now next to the
Docklands hall, and this is
where you can have events with
6-7000 people, but also
commercial programs, so we can
earn money to invest to the rest.

That is quite an interesting
concept - commercial vs.
experimental and subcultural.
It is also for us an experiment.

Last year we said 'No' to
Nike for example, because
we didn't like their policy.
We from sub-cultural scene, we
thought 'oh, they have this
children village and all the
protest organisations would
chase them', we are very
vulnerable to have this kind of
things going on.
You know the World Cup in
Football? They wanted to have
village for kids with videos and
famous football players - just
here next door - it is a complete
town and also to invest in our
Skate park. But than that group
started protesting, of course, in
relation to 'No Logo' of Naomi
Klein and globalisation.
Eva 01 023 big and small

Eva: (about BV Durf) I find it

very difficult to trust them,
because you know that
they can be so powerful.
It's like a mammoth
tanker, and you're a
bathtub. The only
advantage that we have is
that we can go very fast
and they have to go very
slow.
Eva 01 019 left - right

We believe in participation of
people who are living (in the
area), not the 'citizens'…

Everything is already
given away to the market;
government is backing up

and leaving it all to the
market parties. I think it's
then very difficult for new
initiatives, or new models to
find a place in something, which
is already been given out. That's
very sad. I do think that people
need an impulse and that they
feel they can be active. Not just
passive consumers, but also
active in playing a part. I think
also we are governed in a way
that people want to take care of
us, so they're taking our
responsibility away from us. I
think that's very sad. I think it
would be good if government
could take certain areas out of
the market - like giving it to the
people in a way. You can make
your contract, you can attach
them to your statutes of your
foundation: 'we will never
profit, we will never speculate
and if we're ever going to sell
the City Administration will be
the first buyer'. I think there are
many juridical way to make it
safe and to make sure that it

actually will be a good use of
the public.

summer 01 Eva had an
argument on the same issue
with Hessel the second key
agent who subsequently also left
Kinetisch Noord.
Apart from Jaap and Hessel all
other experts of the first stage
have been (paid and) fired.
Eva de Klerk completely restructured the Kinetisch Noord
team. Although Kinetisch Noord
hasn´t delivered a detailed
exploitation plan yet and the
first year of contract has already
ended Amsterdam Noord
continued to tolerate the
ongoing use of the hall.''
--Eva 01 033 bottom up

Eva: We also had problems last
year - I did it together with
Hessel. Ones you start off
together, you can grow apart
along the way, which is also part
of the process, which can
happen. We both had a conflict
last year and we had to deal
with that, so we asked
independent party to decide on
this - we both gave it away,
completely.
Also Jaap, who was working at
the City Administration wanted
to be a director here, and he was
the friend of Hessel - that made
a conflict with me putting the
most energy in it and having all
the contacts, and they wanted to
kick me out. But I'm more
known for this project, and they
had a very top-down
approach…

J. Draaisma top down/bottom up

“Jaap Draaisma resigned from
his job at the municipality and
became chairman of Kinetisch
Noord in January 01.
Shortly after his change of job
Jaap Draaisma fell out with Eva
de Klerk over the exploitation
plans for the hall. On the basis
of the municipality's
requirements Jaap had intended
to spend the 15 Million Guilders
for basic infrastructure and
architectural interventions,
preparing spaces for different
user groups. Eva de Klerk, on
the other hand, favoured an
open ended process which
allows each group to build its
own environment. In
consequence of this argument
Jaap left Kinetisch Noord only
two month later in March 01. In

Ana: Your conflict was about
that?
Eva: Yes, the whole basic
concept suddenly changed;
obviously when that happens,
you fight if you want to stick
your original ideas. The
Breeding fond - it was not
because of these old people that
used to squat 20 years ago, it
was because of the new groups
starting now. All these old guys
from the past, now they think '
Oh, but actually it's our work'.
But because it became a success,
everybody wanted to come in
and be the director. I said 'we

don't need the director, we
need a concierge'…A strong
guy who takes care about all the
practical things, but not a

director, who wants to be the
main man…We want to start

something new, we want to
have another approach, we
want to experiment also
with how to organize.
Eva 02 028 bottom up

Eva: Jaap is now working with
the Verandering, doing other
projects. It's quite a pity that he
was a strong person at the City
Administration that initiated
this prize. He left the City
Administration Noord, went to
work with the Verandering and
the Verandering wanted to place
him as the managing director of
our project. Then Jaap came
with a few suggestions that
didn't fit into our concept so we
had a clash, which is quite sad.
So he was only working for a
few weeks, and our Board
decided to let go of him.

But, it's always discussion
if you want to do it from
the top, or you want to do
it from the bottom and we
really want to stay close to
our original ideas, at least
first 3 or 4 years. Try it
first.
It's hard to say who is
right, we don't know, but
we want to try it first like
this.
Eva 02 001 bottom up

Eva: When we came here, there
was already a group of artists
that were working here. We
talked to them and told them
how we want to organise this,
and we didn't want to kick them
out, we wanted them to develop
with us.
So we started inside with people
that didn't have a place, they
started temporarily to use the
space inside. Then we organised
3 big meetings, and we did kind
of games like Stratego - 'ok
where do you want to sit' 'I
want to sit there, I want to sit
there!' on the sort of model just
for people to have a feeling for
this space, because it is so big.
…
A lot of these groups, when we
asked them 'what do you need',
we noticed that they had same
needs in the space. You have
groups that are busy with
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trapeze, with acrobatics, with
circus, so they joined together
because they need space to
rehearse, but also molecules
around them, to work to have
their office They have the same
interests. It is the same with
theatre groups, they also have
the same needs - one place
where they can have coffee
together and meetings, but also
space where they can invite
people from abroad international meeting space, so
they also made a group and
started developing their place.

The whole idea is that it is
up to people working here
it is to design and work
out their working place.
There are a few things: it
should be safe, it should
be hygienic and it should
be used intensively. There
is a big demand and we
want to help as many
people as we can. This is
also a very big space and
difficult to develop, so you
need strong group of
people that all want to
concentrate and keep the
wharf as a breading place.
Marc: This Stratego game, you
used to get an idea of what was
going on or to star it up?
Eva: To start having people
bound together…because you
don't know how you are really
going to deal with it, you need a
sort of to find out. Nothing

like this exists and we
have to invent everything
ourselves, but we believe
you can build this.
At a certain point, after this free
association you have to say 'ok,
and now we have to make it
concrete'. And now we have to
make good agreements together.
Marc: And then it gets
Monopoly, with money and
streets…
Eva: Yeah, because now you
have this individual interest and
also collective, and you want to
help them both, to satisfy
individual person but also be a
good group.

First you start with a philosophy
how you want to develop
certain place. That is something
that we have been busy with for
the last 10 - 20 years, in town, in
the city. Part of us tried to be
very serious partner in this, with
writing a book, and developing
model - city as a CASCO - it is a
philosophy. And we asked City
Council 'give us a place to
experiment with this'. We need a
sort of ground where you start
from and his certain limitations.
We were already with a big
group of people that wanted to
do this, but there is so much
space so we needed more
people so we had to cast them,
to see how do they feel if they
want to be developer as well,
because we have something to
offer. Where in Amsterdam

do you have this kind of
place where you can really
experiment with your
dreams?
Fred 01 001 top down

Marc: Do you find the structure
of Kinetisch Noord operative
enough?
Fred: You can imagine that two
of you are one cluster, and we
are another cluster. Then, you

tell me how do you want
to develop. I want to have
my space; I want toilet and
possibility to eat something in the lunchtime.
That is what I want. But if
they force us to think about
what direction we have to go,
are we going to deliver
workspace to you and me or do
we prefer to get 3 people with
us and to develop our own
cluster. Or do we want to say we want to have free lots. If they
ask me to think about this I have
no knowledge about it and I
don't give a shit. I want to have
my own space to work and I
want to make a deal with you,
because you are next to me and
two other people and that's it.

Another thing is level of
rent that has to be paid.
You cannot ask her and me
- what kind of rent do you
want to pay, what is fair?
Because we say - one Euro
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is fair. But that is really
going on there.
When you make a business plan
you have to see what the costs
are, that we know more or less
now. And than you have the
income on the other side…
Fred 01 003 top down

Marc: Does that have to do with
that certain aspects you can't
organise bottom-up or does it
have to do more with a view
how your organisation should
work. That there should be
maybe certain kind of core that
sets certain direction and then
gets an input?
Fred: Yes, of course. That is the
way I think it should work. You

build a framework, as an
organization and than you
fill it in bottom-up. But
you have to present your
framework, than the
people at the floor can
shoot at it and make their
contribution. If you are going
to talk straight from the
beginning with everybody, than
it you waste a lot of time, a lot
of energy.
Eva 01 044 bottom up

Eva: I planned when I started
this, if I really want to start this
and do it well, I have to give up
3 years of my life, because you
have to go for it, for 24 hours.
Now we are on 3 years, and
then I'm going to have another 2
years because now I have a
feeling that we have a good
group, that I can completely let
go, and then do certain things
for the next 2 years, but after 2
years I want to stop, because I
want to go back to my old field
again, and I'm also designing
my own working space now
inside.
Eva 01 040 complexity

It is quite complex, and
with so many parties
involved - individual
artists, collectives,
foundations with their
own boards, there are
associations, there are
youth initiatives, and
there's us and there's our

board, and there's City
Council, and the
Administration Noord and
there are housing
corporations - there are so
many parties involved, which is
very complicated. All with
different ambitions… and how,
that is the art…
I think in Rotterdam it would be
easier, ones they like your
concept, and they like the idea,
they put an arm around you.
And here they say 'come, come,
it's great' …and then 'Wow!
What did we do wrong? We are
doing our homework, we
finished everything in time'.

We don't have a lot of
money, so we're only a
small group, which I think
is good, because if you
have a big organization
you also take away the
initiative from people.
Pc_2

Codes - abstraction

Eva 02 009 incubator

That's what I think it's nice
about organic process; the City

Administration wants
organic process - if you
really want it, don't give it
away now to the market
parties.
Maybe City Administration will
be like 'ok, but we really want
also some big money projects
here'. For us this is not in our
interest because we are not into
financial interest, we are into
social interest.
Eva 02 011 incubator

First the City Administration
thought 'Oh, the BV Durf should
invest into the Kinetisch
Noord'…we were like errr…so,
we lobbied at the Central City
Government - get some more
money, or a credit or something
that we can be independent.
Now they are weakening our
position like 'no, whatever
happens, the BV Durf will go
on, with or without Kinetisch
Noord'.

How are they going to
guarantee our need than
here? Obviously we need a

very strong City Council
that can guarantee our
needs.

.
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pioneering North bank voids
beach scenario

Since early 1980's, liberalization of economy on a larger
scale has gradually changed the cultural and social profile
of Amsterdam towards commercialization, even a kind of
urban boredom. Influx of commercial programs into the
city went hand in hand with exodus of activities in the
lower income range.
On the other hand, (or on the other bank of the IJ),
Amsterdam Noord is already for decades regarded as a
kind of 'urban dump' of Amsterdam where traditionally
second rated programs can be placed.
As a possible natural resolution of the 2 described
processes, we propose a model in which the traditional
inferior position of Amsterdam Noord will be turned into
an advantage.
Amsterdam Noord will become a complementary, symbiotic element to the central city of Amsterdam - the central city will continue to develop with an emphasis on all
commercial aspects; in turn, the North IJ bank can
become a 'safe shore', where ideas and project that can
not 'survive' market competition in the central city can
get grounding, time and space to develop.
>>>

1
Pf_2
Pf_
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We hope that we can develop
this area with a strategy of
bringing people in, giving them
an opportunity to start business.
There is a lot of need for cheap
working places in Amsterdam.
Ted 01 006

We offer space, we offer cheep
square meters and parking facilities. All the people that come
say – oh, this is fantastic, we
feel pioneers, we feel that in this
place nothing is finished, everything is in development.

Pf _

>>>
In every urban domain, this proposal is valid - housing for
specific population and with experimental typologies (for
instance students) will perfectly compliment tendencies in
the housing market in the central Amsterdam; the same
goes for spaces for startup businesses and offices, for
non-commercial cultural and educational institutions, for
sports and recreation, even for green.
The Kinetisch Noord project has already had such a large
impact in the city, that it has become a kind of a sensor an instrument for registering marginal needs of
Amsterdam that can be used to create ideas and scenarios for larger area of the North IJ bank.
At the same time, City Administartion Noord is already
practicing a policy of planning through feedback - receiving multiple initiatives, evaluating them and incorporating
them in their plans.
It seems that the moment is right to bring all these circumstances together into one strong and determined policy; the North IJ bank - the coast for urban pioneers.
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Glimpse into the current ‘boat’ initiatives that support the coast scenario:
1 – Ferry to arrive to NDSM terrain in the
beginning of the 2003, in this way there
will be direct link to the Central station,
ferry ride would take about 10 minutes.
2 – Steam ship ‘Rembrandt’, formerly
called ‘Rotterdam’, was a flagship of
Holland – America line. It was built in
1958 as a luxury long distance boat.
Nowadays company that owns it got bankrupted and at the moment it is laying at
Bahamas. There is serious initiative to
bringing ship back to the Netherlands and
make out of it hotel. First proposal was
made to the city of Rotterdam and this
was refused because of the maintenance
costs (asbestos ). Next proposal went to
the city of Amsterdam and initiative went
to the hands of Amsterdam Noord where
study was made for placing of this huge
ship. The last option is to position it at the
end of the quay in front of the NDSM
south (XXL site). It would probably get permition to be placed there for a period of
10 years.
3 – British initiative ‘Harbour quay’, futuristic boat hotel that would be used as business / congress facility. Such a boats would
be placed in different big cities as a part of
this initiative proposal also came to
Amsterdam and was redirected to
Amsterdam Noord.
4 – New student housing boat, initiative
that started because of a lack of student
housing in Amsterdam. Such a boat existed from 1964, as it was in a bad state
around 1970 it was dismantled.
5 – Botel Amstel, is the most realistic proposal for hotel boat that would be
replaced in 2006 from the Central station
area to the NDSM south (XXL site). This
agreement is already made and boat
would be placed along east side of the
existing quay.
6 –Youth hotel ship or platform, initiative
by Amsterdam youth organisation. This
hotel will find its final place at the
Houtenhaven on the southern bank of the
IJ river, as this area will be for longer time
under development they have proposed to
place hotel somewhere along the banks of
Amsterdam Noord.
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Pioneering the
North bank voids
Pf_1

Erik 01 006

It's sometimes literally not on
the map, while it is such an
interesting area. It is on the
sunny side and if you draw the
circle of the historic canals it
falls within the inner-city area.

do you want. And that is
something that I miss.
Why not hire very creative art
design, art office, architects or
urban designers and than tell
them - do what you want, create
strange things but make this
one part. Maybe even including
Akzo and Oranje Wharf, the last
part where the ships are being
renovated and built, because
this is not going to develop in
the near future.
Eva 02 003

Milica: This is a kind of
Eva 01 024

Marc: Why is NDSM interesting
for this BV Durf?
Eva: Because it's the gold
coast of the North. It's very
well located, it has the Sun, it's
deserted, still, the other side has
already been built, and it's quite
near the center. You can see the
Central Station; it's over there.
There's so much to develop
here. Obviously the whole
harbor activity is not successful
here, so close to the center, so
it's in a very interesting place to
develop new…
Fred 01 009

Fred: For Amsterdam Noord is
very important to have
something that will attract so
many people from all over
Amsterdam, but also North of
Holland, Holland and even
international in this area - art
and culture. Now they become
part of the centre of Amsterdam,
because there will be a ferry. It

will be so easy to come
here, even great to go with
a ferry over this water,
everyone will do that, it
will be in the Lonely
Planet guide. There will
probably come a low budget
hotel here, and that is already
being arranged. That is great!
And that is interest of
Amsterdam Noord.
Fred 01 004

Fred: This is such a unique area,
such a beautiful area with such
a potential is that you should
not develop small different parts
from inside out, but that you
should make an overall view of
what are possibilities and what

spot where people who
need space and
opportunity can come in,
but in a way your wharf is
some kind of sensor that
show what people need
but they can't have in
normal city. City is
normally for the majority
and here are all marginal
or special needs. So I am
really curious were there
some surprising motives,
what kind of people came
to say 'we need also space'.
Eva: The funny thing is that
obviously we have been
working within this
structure for the last 10
years. So there is certain
atmosphere in town
because a lot of buildings
were squatted and now
they are gone. So, there is
need and people are there.

development. It is a little bit
strange, so it is a very attractive
environment for pioneers. And
that is what we want to offer to
them. And I think that it is
going very fast, a lot of people
that are coming there, they are
discovering the area and a lot of
them say - wow this is very
interesting. At this very
moment our only problem
is that we have land
enough, we own a lot of
land but we don't have a
lot of buildings - that is a
strange thing.
It was very interesting to hear in
Naples that the guys from Berlin
are saying - we have a lot of
buildings and what you see is
that people are going form one
site to the other and to the
other… But what we have

here is very cheep land but
no buildings, so we are
trying to invent a way of
making cheep buildings to
accommodate those
activities. On one hand we
have low land and on the
other hand we are going a
little bit higher on the
market, so we want to
make buildings where rent
is 200-300 guilders per
square meter but also for
100 per square meters surely we want this mix because we want to have
these people, than it will
develop itself. That is what
I am convinced of - that is
our development strategy.

Ted 01 006

We hope is that we can develop
this area with the strategy of
bringing people in, giving them
opportunity to start business.
There is a lot of need for those
cheap working places in
Amsterdam.

We offer space, we offer
cheep square meters and
parking facilities. You can
come there. All the people
that come say - oh, this is
fantastic, we feel pioneers,
we feel that in this place
nothing is finished,
everything is in
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Eva 01 022 Ideas BV

Marc: What is BV Durf dealing
with?
Eva: Well, they're want to make
a feasibility plan in the whole
construction of the
development. The BV is maybe

a wrong name; we are still
examining what would be the
right form to develop it. It
could also be the VOF - other
legal structure, because BV is
very autocratic already.
How it works now is that you
have 'quarantine', the core team
who is preparing, thinking
about all these ideas, and there
is a Board with all the managing
directors. Our Board as well is
participating in making
decisions.
Still, I think it's very oldfashioned, it's not open. In the

what was happening there, now
there are 180 little companies in
this building and everything
that you can imagine is in there:
ateliers, but also Turkish
confection centre, sort of
ceramists. It is on the other side
of northern bank, I could show
you, but there are more
buildings like that.
Ted - prototype II

Het Parool, 6th April 2002 'Woonen in het Noord'
F. Bijdendijk Pragmatic flexibility I

'quarantine', where we all
have to prepare ideas for
the Board - they hire
advisors. So you don't see
the people, you don't see
whom you're dealing with,
you don't see the agendas.
We're very open about 'this is
what we want to do. We don't
have any finance, but we have
all the right ideas, we know
success factor, etc…' They have
all hired someone to do the
work for them.
I think you should have a
really good Ideas BV, and then
booooom, be creative (ha, ha). The
board should say only 'Ok, we
want to have this many
apartments' and then we can
think it out.
Ted - prototype I

I think that what is
happening now is very
interesting, there are a lot
of locations on the
northern IJ bank where
something is happening.
Buildings are used for
starters. So every building
that is available is used for
it. Low rent starters policy
- and I could show you
some buildings that are
very interesting.
For instance, there is a building
which is very huge and very
ugly and 4 years ago there was a
sort of private plan made for it
and we thought - well is that
illegal, it smelled a bit, can we
trust to what is happening in
there? The private developer, he
made just a little working
places, but quiet a lot of them,
it's a huge building. We saw
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‘Unless it's an old building, with
spacious rooms, high ceilings and a
lot of character.
But has the purpose of an ordinary
house, built 20 years ago, ever
changed? No, houses of that kind
are demolished, because they were
designed purely as dwellings, based
on narrowly defined functions.
From my own practical experience,
I know very well why that is. Apart
from the fact that I'm trained as an
architect myself , I spend a lot of
time talking with architects. And
quite often, they confess to me that
they only have a grip on design
process if they know precisely what
function a building must fulfill.
The function is still a basis for it's
form.
The old saying 'Form follows
function' appears to be more deeply
rooted in architects thinking than I
ever suspected. And it's gradually
becoming a misconception.
Buildings should have an option of
changing their purpose. And by
that I mean: all buildings; even, or
especially: dwellings.
I call this 'the accommodation
capacity'; the possibility for
buildings to have several different
functions as their purpose.
This fits perfectly with the desire to

offer people freedom of choice.

Construct dwellings with
high storeys,with solid
supporting constructions
that allow interior walls to
be moved around, and
above all create an
abundance of space.
Dwellings of this kind are
ideal for ensuring the
occupants freedom of
choice, while also creating
an accommodation
capacity which, in the long
term, can allow dwellings
to change into work space,
recreation space or
exhibition space.
This is the reason behind
my first plea to architects,
here: forget the function,
concentrate on the
accommodation capacity.
And now I'll let you in on a
secret: we, people who
commission the buildings,
are prepared to pay money
for this.
Erik 01 012 Pragmatic flexibility II

Ana: Is this organic plan just
related to the phase of
generating an idea of what it
could be or does it relate also to
physical realisation of the site?
Damien: Both. Erik: What we
see, what the underlaying
reasoning is … If you look for
example at the city centre of
Amsterdam, over the years, at
the Grachtengordel, all the time
you see that the buildings along
the canal have been used for
storage in the early days, than
they became housing of the rich
people, than it became offices,
so what you see in the last
centuries is that it changes all
the time.
Milica: In a way it is exactly the
same of what is going to happen
here now. Ana: Everything is
temporary.
Erik: That is so interesting. If
you look at urban planning as it
has been done so far, it has been
very fixed. They are going to
develop it is if it is going to be
always like that.

Our idea is to create
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structures that facilitate
changes over time.
For instance, develop a
building that has rooms
which are three metres
high, have a very thick
floor, are soundproof, have
a high-voltage system, and
have a strong climate
protection so that you can
either live it it, or have a
small company in it.
Milica: It is similar to the idea
that Kinetisch Noord is now
pursuing. They call it CASCO.
There are similar ideas.
Erik 01 014 Big Buildings

What you see at the
moment in the
Netherlands is that there
has been a combined
working and living, but
it's always in such a way
that you have a separate
room in your house where
you have a computer.
What we looked into is, - is it
possible to have really an
extreme mixture of functions,
where you actually have a true
activity which is a bit polluting
or makes noise, like a small
factory combined with a
residential function. So, we

played around with the
architects with ideas to
develop buildings that for
instance have on one side a
factory, on the other side
houses and a thick wall inbetween. Kees
Christiaanse made a
structure for a very large
building - in the centre
functions without light (a
photo lab, etc.) and on the
outside living areas.
Erik 01 015 post-stamp plan

You can also work with a
detailed noise plan instead of
the usual 'noise contour'. This

is one of the innovations,
what we call a postzegelmilieuplan - an environmental plan the size of a
stamp. So on a detailed level
you can talk about how to deal

with integrating noise and
functions. That's all
incorporated in the ideas of BV
Durf.
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